COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES LIMITED
ONE-HUNDRED-AND-THIRD BOARD MEETING
To be held 5.30pm, Wednesday 12 September 2018
Room 1, Rowan House, 33 Sheepen Road
Colchester CO3 3WG
AGENDA – Part A
(Open to the public)

1.

Welcome, Apologies & quorum

2.

Declarations of Interest by Board Members and Officers
Members and officers to declare any interests not in the Register

3.

Minutes of previous meeting (Page 5)
To approve as a true record the minutes of the meeting held on 20 June 2018
and to deal with any matters arising

4.

Voice Your View

ITEMS FOR DECISION
5.

Reduction to one Board Vice-Chair from 1 November 2018 (Verbal)
Anne Grahamslaw, Chair of the Board

6.

ITEM POSTPONED

7.

Amendment to Trading Protocol (Page 15)
Gareth Mitchell, Chief Executive

8.

Strategic Risk Register Review (Page 29)
Brian Richardson, Director of Resources

9.

Health & Safety Policy Statement (Page 37)
Mark Wright, Director of Property Services

ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
10.

Annual HR Report Report (Page 43)
Angelique Ryan, Head of HR and Governance

11.

Annual Equality & Diversity Report (Page 51)
Angelique Ryan, Head of HR and Governance

12.

Annual Safeguarding Report (Page 71)
Karen Loweman, Director of Housing

13.

Finance & Audit Committee Annual Report (Page 75)
Glenn Houchell, Chair of Committee
Continues overleaf…
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14.

Medium Term Delivery Plan Report – Quarter 1 (Page 83)
Brian Richardson, Director of Resources

15.

Strategic Plan Assurance Report – Quarter 1 (Page 93)
Gareth Mitchell, Chief Executive

16.

Rough Sleeping Update (Page 101)
Karen Loweman, Director of Housing
Andrew Grimwade, Early Intervention Rough Sleeper Co-ordinator

STANDING ITEMS
17.

Finance Assurance Report (Page 105)
Brian Richardson, Director of Resources

18.

Report from Chair of Resident Panel (Verbal)

19.

Committee Minutes Report (Page 109)
Finance & Audit Committee
Finance & Audit Committee

Thursday 7 June 2018
Thursday 26 July 2018

20.

Forward Look (Page 127)
An update of future decisions required and items to be discussed at future
Board meetings.

21.

Any Other Business


Board Members’ activities.

22.

Exclusion of the Public

23.

Confidential Board Meeting
Items to be considered in confidential session:






Chief Executive’s Report
Board effectiveness Review: Introduction and Agenda
Confidential Finance Assurance Report
Social Housing Green Paper
Confidential Committee and Panel Minutes

Colchester Borough Homes Ltd
Company Number 4843624
A Company Limited by Guarantee
Registered in England
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Forthcoming meetings:
Meeting Dates for 2018/19
Thursday 1 November (& AGM)
Monday 10 December
Thursday 21 February 2019
Wednesday 24 April 2019

Colchester Borough Homes Ltd
Company Number 4843624
A Company Limited by Guarantee
Registered in England
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Colchester Borough Homes Ltd
Company Number 4843624
A Company Limited by Guarantee
Registered in England
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Minutes of the Hundred-and-second Board Meeting of Colchester Borough
Homes
Wednesday 20 June 2018
At Room 1, Rowan House
Colchester CO3 3WG
Present:
Anne Grahamslaw
Cllr Nigel Chapman
Alan Blois
Glenn Houchell
Cllr Phil Coleman
Cllr Cyril Liddy
Michala Carey
Michael Campbell
Julie Parker
Geoff Foster
Gareth Mitchell

In Attendance:
(Chair)
(Vice Chair)
(Vice Chair)

(Chief Exec)

Michael Hadjimichael
Mark Wright
Brian Richardson
Matt Armstrong
Karen Williams
Mrs. Jan Sexton & friend
Mr Simon Winterson
Ms. Alexandra Szaboova
Mr Michael O’Sullivan

(Residents)
(Resident)
(Resident)
(Resident)

Owen Howell

(Minutes)

1.

Apologies and quorum

1.1

Full attendance was recorded and the meeting was declared quorate. Apologies
were on record from Karen Loweman. The Chair gave the Board’s thanks to the
out-going Director of Resources, Michael Hadjimichael, and welcomed back
Brian Richardson as interim Director of Resources.

1.2

The Chair expressed the Board’s thanks for Cllr Mike Hogg’s service as a Board
Member and welcomed Cllr Phil Coleman as his successor to the Board.
The Chair informed Board that this would be Alan Blois’ last Board meeting and
thanked him for his nine years of service and commitment to the Board. The
Chair praised his work, contributions and the representation he gave to
residents. Alan thanked the Chair, Board colleagues and officers.

1.3

The Chair welcomed the prospective candidates for the upcoming Resident
Board Member vacancy, and Mrs Jan Sexton who would be speaking at ‘Voice
your view’.

2.

Declaration of interests by Board Members and Officers

2.1

There were no new declarations of interest.

3.

Minutes of the meeting held on 24 April 2018 and Matters Arising

3.1

The minutes were approved for the Chair to sign.

3.2

Regarding the Action from 10.3, Gareth Mitchell informed Board that the new
CBC representative/Assistant Director (succeeding Matt Sterling) was now in
post and had met with Gareth informally. This action will be picked up once
formal meetings commence.
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4.

Voice your view

4.1

Mrs Jan Sexton spoke to the Board regarding local wishes for additional parking
capacity to be found on Oatfield Close, highlighting the content of the Estate
Management Strategy 2018-2021 which relates to parking provision. A request
was made for an additional space to be inserted in front of Number 29, to help
ease the pressure caused by increased resident parking needs and to allow for
easier ambulance access. The spot in question is currently unused but currently
collects rubbish.

4.2

The Chair formally accepted the petition submitted by Mrs Sexton and other
residents.

4.3

Mark Wright reminded Board that an updated Estate Management Strategy had
yet to be adopted, as the most recent one had been overtaken by recent
changes to the Asset Management Strategy. CBH always treats requests for
additional parking provision very seriously, however CBC Planning Department
does not usually look favourably upon requests, and informal soundings
concerning this individual request by CBH have not been met favourably by the
Department. CBH will again approach the Local Authority to present the
residents’ case and seek their permission for this one extra space.

4.4

Board questioned whether it could be argued that, where there are numbers of
residents with higher levels of acuity/needs, CBC policy on parking spaces
should be more flexible to ensure ambulance access to residences is possible
and not prevented by roads where parking provision isn’t sufficient to preserve
access.
Appointments & Remuneration (A&R) Committee Item for Decision

5.

Redundancy Policy

5.1

This item was chaired and introduced by Cllr Cyril Liddy, as chair of the A&R
Committee. It was stressed that only non-executive directors would be voting on
this item.

5.2

Michael Hadjimichael summarized the proposed change to pay protection
(moving from three years down to two years) to bring us in line with CBC.

5.3

Board asked for clarification regarding 5.1 and 5.2 of the Policy, regarding
compulsory redundancy and the criteria for selection of those to be chosen for
compulsory redundancy. Members asked for more specificity regarding what is
meant by ‘transferable skills’, ‘past performance’, ‘attendance’ and ‘disciplinary
record’. There was also a request for more transparency in what the scoring
system used would be and how it would be weighted (5.2). The need for
transparency and observable fairness and consistency was stressed.

5.4

Michael Hadjimichael explained that the overall Policy could not be narrowly
prescriptive as this would not allow it to cover all possible eventualities and
restructures or redundancies. The specifics of criteria and scoring systems for
any round of redundancies would be clearly laid out and communicated to all
potentially affected members of staff in advance of each such round.
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5.4

In response to a Member’s concerns regarding potential ambiguities in the
elements mentioned (in 5.3 above), Michael assured Board that all HR policies
that are reviewed go to consultation, and scrutiny through Unison to ensure
they comply with best practice. This policy is not to be prescriptive in detail,
but to provide over-arching guidance to managers overseeing the process.

5.5

Decision: Board voted to approve the Policy. Ten votes recorded in favour of
approval, with one vote to not approve cast by Geoff Foster.

6.

Annual Health and Safety Report

6.1

Michael Hadjimichael presented the report compiled by Ryan Curtis (Health &
Safety Manager), highlighting the key actions, achievements and areas of work
during 2017/18. Particular focus was given to the increased work done relating to
fire safety and to remedial actions carried out to address issues found and to
mitigate risks to customers and to staff. Details were also given of the successful
BSI/ISO reaccreditations of CBH.

6.2

Board were informed that the increased number of reportable health & safety
incidents was due to the introduction of reporting via the Assure system, which
allows for easier reporting. Emphasis has also been given in training to ensure
that incidents are reported when this is appropriate.

6.3

Board asked for details regarding the BSI follow up visits referred to within the
report. Michael expanded on the report to explain that BSI would be visiting three
weeks from now for this purpose. Mark Wright covered some minor nonconformities found, but reiterated assurance that these were minor and that
progress was also being made to resolve these.

6.4

Board highlighted that the report names contractors involved in instances of noncompliance, and queried whether this was appropriate. It was agreed that
contractor names should be removed from the reporting of these. Action:
Michael Hadjimichael to inform Ryan Curtis that contractor names should be
removed from these reports when presented in the public domain.

6.5

Board highlighted their concern of the reported violent incidents, and that 30 out
of 32 incidents reported had occurred at the Library. Board questioned whether
the Library was a safe-enough location for performing the work and public
contact which is currently carried out there. Gareth Mitchell assured Members
that much work had been done over the past 18 months to address safety
concerns at the Library. Karen Loweman has worked with CBC to mitigate and
reduce the risks. Gareth reminded fellow Members that the Library was where
CBH staff most often meet the most vulnerable individuals and those with
greatest need, where individuals’ expectations cannot always be met. It has been
recognised that a new environment is necessary in order to meet all of CBH’s
safety concerns, and work is underway with Essex County Council (ECC) to
explore options for this and reconfigure the space to meet this need. In the short
term, additional security officers and cameras have been introduced and have
improved the situation regarding how secure staff feel. The Chair recapped the
concerns that Board have shown and expressed her approval of the
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improvements brought in. The Chair re-emphasised the Board’s view that
security and safety of staff and service users is paramount, and that if the Library
is found to be unable to be made as safe as possible (and as required) then
alternative premises must be found for the team working there. Board requested
a progress report in the next six months to detail the work done and work
remaining to be completed and risks still to be mitigated as fully as possible.
Action: Gareth Mitchell to cover this in his CEO’s report to Board at a future
Board meeting [potentially on 1 November].
6.6

Gareth Mitchell informed Board that staff were already feeling safer, with
additional security staff available to quickly respond to panic button activation,
but otherwise keeping a minimal profile in order to ensure that the CBH working
area does not feel oppressive to members of the public.

6.7

Board questioned reports of poor practice by contractor personnel (pg. 56) and
asked for details as to how CBH pushes contractors to ensure that poor practice
is avoided. Mark Wright explained that the staff involved were all trained and
qualified, and that the incidents listed were the total incidents found across
several thousand jobs carried out within the year. Corrective action is taken
following any incident, with escalation of action if a second incident is reported.
Repeated incidents by individuals will lead to the contractor staff member being
removed from sites. Past experience has led CBH to ensure that the
Procurement Strategy covers what we and CBC expect in terms of practice and
professionalism from contractors. All contractors’ staff members are checked to
ensure they have the necessary training and qualifications.

6.8

Board asked for details regarding how CBH helped staff to recover following
incidents of violence and aggression directed at them and colleagues. Gareth
agreed that working at the Library was often intense, and CBH have, as part of
the Homelessness Reduction Act implementation project, assessed the needs of
staff working there and what CBH needs to do to support staff. Personal
Resilience training has been given to all staff working there and regular
supervised sessions are given to frontline staff. Reporting is also key and
improved, and continuing wellbeing measures and improvement work is being
carried out.

6.9

Fire-resistant doors were discussed. Mark Wright confirmed that FD30 referred
to doors which could be expected to resist fire for 30 minutes. He also confirmed
that the ‘stay put’ policy was in place for sheltered accommodation where FD30
doors are in place. CBH manages no blocks over three stories in height. Of the
existing stock of flats, not all doors are rated as FD30. Some are only 20-minute
resistant (FD20), as installed. Some are now FD30 where these have been
more-recently replaced. The Fire Brigade is satisfied that FD20 doors are in
place, where these have not been subsequently altered by residents. The CBH
approach includes:
 Where tenanted flats have FD30 front doors where the letterbox has been
removed, these are being replaced (with replacements being assessed for
risk and prioritised accordingly). This is a priority for this year.
 Mark confirmed that leaseholders were responsible for their doors, not CBC.
CBH is working with leaseholders and is offering compliant doors at cost price
to each affected leaseholder.
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6.10

Board were assured that CBH had a high number of employees who have
received fire safety training. Community Caretakers have taken on additional fire
risk assessment training to allow them to assess low-rise blocks.

7.

Briefing regarding the Independent Review of Building Regulations and
Fire Safety: final report, May 2018.

7.1

Mark Wright gave the highlights from the report. The Review’s final report has
now been finished and released to Government for Select Committee review.
CBH believes it likely that Government will want to take a proactive stance on fire
safety and associated matters such as procurement, building regulations and
regulatory frameworks. Although the report focusses on high-rise blocks, it does
make clear that some of its recommendations could be extended to blocks of any
size, should the Government deem this worthwhile. This may have future
ramifications for CBC and CBH. There is also consideration of the vulnerability of
residents (e.g. where adoption of recommendations may be required for nonhigh-rise sheltered accommodation, due to the vulnerability of residents).

7.2

Changes to regulations on procurement and management of buildings are likely
to require an overhaul of data collection, storage and reporting by CBH.

7.3

Board asked if the Joint Competent Authority (JCA) was set up, would this see
Colchester as being no/very low risk and if this meant that it would be assigned
very little in the way of resources. Mark agreed that the focus in Essex would be
where there are high-rise blocks but that the Government is methodically
scrutinizing the recommendations before it acts.

8.

Resident Insight & Engagement Presentation

8.1

Karen Williams gave a presentation on the highlights of resident insight and
engagement from 2017/18, as prepared by Polly Hardy. Polly has now moved to
a role in Housing Options. A copy of this presentation can be found in the
meeting pack.

8.2

There has been much work on improving our antisocial behaviour (ASB) service
and service standard setting, as well as the roadshows to get resident
engagement with the CBH Strategic Plan.

8.3

Current key priorities are:
 To continue to develop customer insight to target resources.
 An advert is now out to find a new Resident Insight & Engagement Officer.
 Working with TPAS to improve engagement and reach hard-to-reach
groups, including use of new technology.
 Use of neighbourhood panels. Eight tenants attended the pilot Greenstead
Panel recently. These will focus on the local area issues (not the Borough as
a whole).
 STAR survey results are expected in the near future. CBH will be looking at
this data with CBC colleagues to interpret it and identify ways to improve
engagement.
 Impact assessments are now being used to assess and improve the efficacy
of engagements with residents.
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8.4

Board asked how the Resident Panel connected to the work discussed. Karen
explained that this had not yet been set, but the Panel would discuss this and
look to set out ideas in its upcoming meetings. It is envisaged that insight data
and information from engagements would be fed into the Panel to inform and
direct its work. How this will happen will need to be set out with the Panel. Board
suggested that members of different resident groups could be invited to take part
in Panel meetings to give insight and feedback.

8.5

Hard-to-reach groups are still being identified, but include those who are 35-45,
male and not currently engaging with CBH. CBH is working with a CBC officer
who is tasked with identifying these groups.

8.6

Board asked how CBH is recognising and thanking Quality Assurance Advisors
(QAAs). Karen explained that they meet quarterly with the Community
Caretaking Team, and we use the Good Neighbour Awards to recognise their
contributions. Now that the number of QAAs has increased so much, CBH now
holds an end-of-year/Christmas celebration event. We also nominate QAAs for
NFA awards and this year we held a fish-and-chip supper at Enoch House to
allow QAAs to share their experiences.

8.7

Board were told that the reduction in number of task & finish groups was to allow
greater focus on ‘hot’ topics, as and when these arise. An example is the
upcoming group which will look at the new proposed Repairs Policy. Board
Members asked if these would feed into Board Committees/the Resident Panel.
It was agreed that the Resident Panel should decide on what information it
required and should be able to request information from task and finish groups
where it feels this is appropriate.

8.8.

Board asked about reach into rural areas and how many QAAs were from rural
communities. Karen explained the CBH push in rural areas, including extra
Housing Officer surgeries. Action: Karen Williams to provide number of rural
QAAs to Cllr Nigel Chapman.

8.9

Board expressed a desire to be notified of events so that they can attend if they
wished so to do. Karen agreed to flag up future events for Owen Howell to send
to Members.

8.10

Training for tenants on IT and internet use was discussed. Currently this includes
work with Signpost (in libraries). Our Financial Inclusion Officer also identifies
those who wish to learn these skills and helps them to attend the training.
Training has also been carried out within sheltered schemes. We have also been
able to introduce tenants wishing to gain employment to the recruitment agency
Reed, which offers training, support and advice on employment skills such as IT
literacy.

9.

Appointment of Michael Campbell to Finance & Audit Committee
membership

9.1

Decision: The appointment was approved nem. con.

10.

Business Opportunity Panel Terms of Reference
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10.1

Owen Howell noted the adjustments which had been made to 1.1 and 1.2
prevent confusion as to whether the CEO was an executive member of the
Panel, or whether he sat on the Panel as a Board Member in his own right. The
CEO is now on the Panel as a Board Member, but the adjustments leave it open
for executive members to be appointed, should the Panel and the Chair of the
Board deem this desirable.

10.2

Cllr Nigel Chapman (chair of the Panel) informed Board that he was happy with
the amended wording.

10.3

Action: Owen Howell to ensure the correct approval date is given to the final
document (June 2018, not April 2018).

10.2

Decision: Board approved the amended Terms of Reference, subject to the
amendment listed above at 10.3.

11.

Staff Code of Conduct

11.1

Michael Hadjimichael thanked Julie Parker for carrying out the ‘soft’ review of the
Code and providing feedback. He then summarized the main amendments to the
document.

11.2

Board pointed out that references to ‘financial regulations’ (such as at 7.2 and
13.1) should be replaced with references to ‘Standing Financial Instructions.’
Board also noted that approval date should be amended to show as June 2018.
Action: Angelique Ryan to make these changes.

11.3

Decision: Board approved the revised Staff Code of Conduct.

12.

Repairs & Rechargeable Repairs Policy Report

12.1

Mark Wright thanked the Board for its feedback and the Chair clarified that the
decision was to approve this draft policy for submission to CBC for the Council to
give formal approval.

12.2

Board emphasised the need for the language to be translated into non-technical
from for use in the Tenants’ Repairs Handbook. It was explained that this would
happen, and further explained that the Policy (as approved by CBC) and a copy
of the Handbook would be brought to Board in the future. Board would then
decide whether to adopt these documents.

12.3

Decision: Board approved the decisions listed at 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. The Policy will
now be submitted to CBC for approval.

13.

Strategic Risk Register

13.1

Michael Hadjimichael informed Board that F&A Committee had recently
recommended that Risk 2 be split into two separate risks. One would cover the
potential for trading to detract from core business, and the other would cover the
potentiality of insufficient income being gained from trading. Decision: Board
approved this splitting of Risk 2 and accepted the Register.
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14.

Audit of Company Accounts 2017/18

14.1

Board’s attention was drawn to the amendment needed to the Letter of
Representation. This was the need to show the remuneration of the Chief
Executive Officer, now that the CEO sits on the Board of Directors.

14.2

A change to pg. 18 of the Financial Statements was also necessary, to amend
‘Mazars PSIA’ to ‘Mazars LLP.’

14.3

Decision: Board:
1.1 Approved the 2017/18 Audited Financial Statements.
1.2 Agreed that the Chair of the Board signs the Financial Statements.
1.3 Agreed that the Chair of the Board signs the Directors’ Report.
1.4 Agreed that the Chair of the Board signs the Letter of Representation.
1.5 Agreed that the Chair of the Board and the Chair of the Finance & Audit
Committee sign the Annual Governance Statement.

15.

Code of Governance

15.1

Owen Howell explained that this review had concentrated on updating the
supporting documents which fell within the Code and which provided evidence as
to CBH’s efforts to uphold the 2016 CIPFA principles of good governance. The
amendments reflected changes in Board’s Committee structure, and the
introduction of the Strategic Plan and Delivery Plans, which supersede some
corporate documents and complement others.

15.2

Board Members queried whether there were documents within the Code which
are currently kept confidential (e.g. not available on the website) but which might
not have a justifiable reason for being kept confidential. Owen Howell and the
Chair reminded Members that some documents could not be published, where
these are commercially sensitive (e.g. the Management Agreement and Trading
Protocol). Board agreed that Section 5 of the Code should be removed to
prevent confusion over which related documents were and weren’t publically
available

15.3

Decision: Board agreed to the revised Code of Governance, subject to the
deletion of Section 5: Related Documents.

16.

Finance Assurance Report

16.1

MH emphasised the financial health of CBH, as evidenced by this report.

17.

Performance Assurance Report

17.1

Karen Williams took the report in place of Karen Loweman.

17.2

Board questioned the void reporting at 4.2 and noted that, if the fire-damaged
property was excluded from the calculations, the average re-let time reduced to
26.8 days. Mark Wright explained that CBC and CBH did not feel that property
should be included, but that HouseMark were inflexible on this. Another property
which has been kept vacant since February (on CBC’s request) will have a
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similar artificial effect on our re-let time statistics.
18.

Committee Minutes

18.1

Alan Blois summarised the final meeting of the Operations Committee.

18.2

Alan and Mark Wright was asked to explain the minute 5.1, bullet point 6,
regarding work being done to increase time taken to complete repairs. Mark
explained that the aim is to keep it just within the KPI target for the average time.
Carrying out repair jobs as quickly as possible (rather than as planned and within
the relevant priority time) is more resource-intensive and less cost-effective. This
KPI has now been removed from the Medium Term Delivery Plan, however
HouseMark still require it in order to allow for benchmarking and CBH
accreditation to continue.

18.3

The Chair emphasised her determination that CBH should only concentrate on
KPIs which evidence good performance in our service provision, or which show
ways in which services could be improved. KPIs which do not show useful data
should be argued against and dropped when possible.

19.

Forward Look

19.1

Board was asked if they wished to follow DMT’s recommendation that the
meeting on 23 July be cancelled and the few items due to come to that meeting
be held back for the meeting in September, with any decisions which may arise
being made electronically. It was pointed out that F&A Committee would be
meeting in July, so oversight would continue via that Committee. Decision:
Board approved the cancellation of its meeting on 23 July.

20.

Any other business.

20.1

Board Member Activities
The Chair and Gareth Mitchell had both attended the NFA Conference, alongside
Karen Loweman who gave a presentation ther on the CBH Tenancy Audit
programme.

20.2

Michael Campbell had met with Glenn Houchell to discuss formation of the
Resident Panel and set out possible ways in which it could operate.

20.3

Geoff Foster raised a concern about an issue regarding Housing Options.
Action: Gareth Mitchell to raise this with Karen Loweman once she returns from
leave.
With no further business, the open meeting concluded at 19:04.
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Item

Action

Who

By When

Done

Gareth Mitchell

12
September
2018

Complete

Brian Richardson

22 June
2018

Complete

24 April 2018

10.3

Approach CBC to gain approval for an
amendment to the Trading Protocol to
direct that high-risk opportunities valued at
or below £50kpa be brought to the
Business Opportunities Panel, rather than
to be decided by DMT.

20 June 2018
6.4

Inform Ryan Curtis that contractor names
should be removed from these reports
when presented in the public domain

6.5

Cover progress on Library security in
CEO’s report to Board at a future Board
meeting

Gareth Mitchell

1
November
2018

8.8

Provide number of rural QAAs to Cllr Nigel
Chapman.

Karen Williams

30 July
2018

Complete

10.3

Ensure the correct approval date is given to
the BOP Terms of Reference (June 2018,
not April 2018).

Owen Howell

15 July
2018

Complete

11.2

References to ‘financial regulations’ (such
as at 7.2 and 13.1) should be replaced with
references to ‘Standing Financial
Instructions.’

Angelique Ryan

15 July
2018

Complete

20.3

Raise Geoff Foster’s concerns with Karen
Loweman once she returns from leave.

Gareth Mitchell

29 June
2018

Complete

Not due
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

12 September 2018

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Room 1, Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

7

SUBJECT:

Amendment to Trading Protocol

REPORT BY:

Gareth Mitchell, Chief Executive
 (01206) 282919
 Gareth.mitchell@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Decision Required

1.1

Board is asked to approve an amendment to the Trading Protocol, as set out
in Section 3 of this report.

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

This report details a drafted amendment to the Trading Protocol which will
state that CBH requires the approval of the Business Opportunities Panel
(BOP) for high-risk trading opportunities valued at under £50k per annum. The
current wording requires approval by DMT for such trading opportunities.

3.

Background & Content

3.1

At the Board meeting held on 24 April 2018, Members reviewed the Terms of
Reference for the CBH Business Opportunities Panel. As part of this review,
Board considered the Trading Protocol and directed officers to seek CBC
approval for an amendment to the table at 3.1 of the Protocol, as shown in
Appendix 1 and as fig. 1 (overleaf). Members felt that it would be appropriate
for such high-risk trading opportunities to be brought to the Panel so that
Board could be given sufficient assurance that decisions of this nature are
made at a suitable level of authority.
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3.2

Annual value of trading opportunity
Turnover (£K
pa)
0-50
50-150
150-250
250+
Likely to take
aggregate of
activities over
Teckal threshold

Low risk

Medium risk

High risk

DMT
DMT
BOP
Board & CBC

DMT
BOP
Board
Board & CBC

DMTBOP
Board
Board & CBC
Board & CBC

Board & CBC

Board & CBC

Board & CBC

3.3

Following the appointment of Dan Gascoyne as the new Assistant Director for
Policy and Corporate at CBC, his approval (as the Council’s Representative)
for this minor amendment was sought. It was considered by both CBH and
CBC that this would be a sufficient level of approval, as the amendment does
not change the rights and powers of CBC with regard to approving trading
opportunities.

3.4

Approval was received from Dan Gascoyne, as shown in his email which can
be found at Appendix 2. Board are now asked to give their formal approval for
this amendment.

4.

Risk Management

4.1

This report has implications for Strategic Risks 2 and 3.
Risk 3:
New Trading Opportunities Detract from Core Business, and insufficient
income achieved through new ventures and may compromise the viability of
the CBH in the medium term.
An appropriate process for assessing and approving new trading opportunities
is a key mitigation of this risk and helps to maximise income from new
ventures and ensure the viability of CBH.
Risk 4:
Relationship with CBC not maintained or effective.
By ensuring that new trading ventures are assessed effectively, CBH can
provide assurance to CBC that additional income is maximised and risks
mitigated. This will enhance CBH’s reputation with our local authority.

5.

HR Implications

5.1

None.

6.

Legal Implications

6.1

None.
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7.

Financial and Value for Money Implications

7.1

Appropriate approval levels must be set for trading opportunities, based on
their size and the estimated risk levels involved. The amendment to the
Trading Protocol, as detailed in this report, will ensure that the Board or the
Business Opportunities Panel will always be involved in the approval process
for all trading opportunities which are rated as high-risk ventures. This will
help to ensure that best value for money is achieved and that appropriate
margins are sought.

8.

Health & Safety Implications

8.1

None.

9.

Equality & Diversity Implications

9.1

None.

10.

Residents at the Heart

10.1 It is important that all trading opportunities are sufficiently scrutinised to
ensure that they do not lead to poor performance and missed KPIs relating to
the Company’s provision of core services.
11.

Decision Required?

11.1 Yes.
12.

Appendix/ces

12.1 The following documents are appended to this report:


Appendix 1 – Trading Protocol - REMOVED from open pack due to
potential commercial sensitivity.



Appendix 2 – Approval for Trading Protocol amendment
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Building Trust • Delivering Tenant Led Services • Commitment to our Communities
Delivering Professional Services • Providing Value for Money
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES
BOARD

DATE:

12 September 2018

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Room 1, Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

8

SUBJECT:

Strategic Risk Register

REPORT BY:

Brian Richardson, Interim Director of Resources
 07957 371581
 brian.richardson@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Decision required

1.1

To approve the Strategic Risk Register and progress on mitigating actions.

1.2

For the Board to suggest and consider any emerging risks that should be
included on the Strategic Risk Register.

1.3

To consider and decide on whether there is a requirement for a Board Risk
Champion.

2.

Background & Content

2.1

The Board approved a revised Risk Management Strategy at its meeting on
12 September 2016. Under this strategy the Finance and Audit Committee
(F&A) has a remit to scrutinise the Risk Register and to report to the Board on
high-level and difficult to manage risks. This is now a standing item on the
agenda for all future meetings.

2.2

2.3
2.4

Strategic Risk Register
The Strategic Risk Register was presented at the most recent Board meeting
on 20 June 2018 and Finance & Audit Committee on 26 July 2018. No new
emerging risks were identified by the Board at that meeting.
The register can be found at Appendix 1.
New Risks
As approved by the Board, existing risk number 2 concerning trading activity
detracting from core business or generating insufficient income, has been split
into two separate risks.
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No new risks have been separately identified by management since the last
Board Meeting on 20 June 2018.
2.5
2.6

2.7

Removed Risks
No risks have been removed from the register since the last meeting.
Progress on Further Actions:
All identified actions remain in progress and are reviewed monthly by the
DMT.
Board Risk Champion Role
The Risk Management Policy and Strategy makes reference to a Board Risk
Champion whose role is to:
 Act as a link between the Board and Officers in managing risks;
 Support raising the awareness of effective risk management with the
Board.

2.8

The Board Risk Champion role has not been filled for some time.

2.9

Following a review of the risk management process Internal Audit raised a
recommendation that the Board should review the need for a Board Risk
Champion and either appoint to it or remove it from the Risk Management
Policy and Strategy.

2.10 Since the Risk Management Policy and Strategy were originally drawn up in
2012, risk management at CBH has developed with the Finance and Audit
Committee now providing strong focus on reviewing risk management
arrangements.
2.11 Given this, the Board is asked to consider whether there is scope for a Board
Risk Champion to add to the risk management process or whether the role
should be removed from the Policy.
3.

Financial Implications

3.1

Robust risk management and financial management is required to ensure that
service delivery is not compromised and that financial exposure is mitigated.

4.

Value for Money Implications

4.1

Strong financial control will identify and drive efficiencies, enabling resources
(both financial and people) to service provisions that may require it.

5.

HR Implications

5.1

All senior members of staff review their operational risks on a quarterly basis
and are escalating these if deemed necessary. Risk management training will
be provided to managers later in the year.
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6.

Residents at the Heart Implications

6.1

An action plan, including a communications strategy, will be developed to
ensure that the impact of the Housing and Planning Act 2016 is made known
to residents and to ensure that those affected will be assisted where possible.

7.

Legal, Health & Safety and Equality & Diversity Implications

7.1

All of the above are given due consideration when determining the risk
exposure to the organisation. Where the position is unclear, professional third
party advice is sought.

8.

Risk Management

8.1

If the Company does not have a robust Risk Management Strategy and Action
Plan, then its progress to achieving its key goals will be impaired or
unachievable.

9.

Appendix

9.1




Appendix 1 – Strategic Risk Register
Appendix 2 – Risk Heat Map
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Risk Register - Current

Risk No

1

Area

Strategic

Risk

Potential Consequences

Failure of our Housing
Management Systems
Service delivery impeded, restricted or compromised by IT
and associated
systems breaking down or not meeting new business
modules/support to
requirements, resulting in poor service and additional cost
enable CBH to deliver its
core services

Risk Type

Technological / Economic
and Financial /
Reputational

Unmitigated
Score

15

Assurances

Current Score

Further Actions
Performance Management Action Plan developed for redesign of reporting
and new structure

Key personnel TUPED from Capita to CBC from 1 April 2017. 6 month tranisition
period completed where key processes/knowledge are appropriately documented and
transferred. New Structure now in place and established. Review of Housing
Management Systems on 'Application Refresh' project list

12

Ring fence new business wherever possible.
Trading protocol created. Business Opportunities Panel in place.
Financial Risk Management for new business agreed.

9

Trading protocol created. Business Opportunities Panel in place.
Financial Risk Management for new business agreed.

9

6

Consider system options for new business.

Completion date

Target Score

Comments/Progress Update

9

Corporate ICT and DOR are in regular dialogue to ensure there is no compromise to CBH's
service provision. Initial scoping solution on new Housing Solution took place in June 2017.
Timeframe for a decision on a solution has yet to be determined. Housing Systems
currently in consultation about transferring to CBH. Potential synergies of team moving
identified.

Ongoing

6

Business Development is a key theme of Proposed Strategic Plan and will be presented at
the Feb'18 Board for approval. There continues to be opportunities via CBC to provide
professional services for Corporate Projects with other potential opportunities presented to
the Business Opportunities Panel at each meeting. All opportunties considered and those
approved are in line with the Trading Protocol.

Ongoing

6

Business Development is a key theme of Proposed Strategic Plan and will be presented at
the Feb'18 Board for approval. There continues to be opportunities via CBC to provide
professional services for Corporate Projects with other potential opportunities presented to
the Business Opportunities Panel at each meeting. All opportunities considered and those
approved are in line with the Trading Protocol.

Ongoing

4

The appointment of the CEO in September 2016, who worked for CBC, has further
strengthened the relationship between the two organisations, with regular meetings
between the Chair, both CEOs and Portfolio Holder now taking place. The CEO has also
been appointed to the Board of Colchester Amphora Homes (CBC's development
company)

9

Financial inclusion team supporting those in financial difficulty. Positive outcomes achieved
from this and Grant agreement with CAB for debt advice. Ongoing partnership for delivery
of change with the local Job Centre Plus

10

Uncertainty remains in the sector as it awaits the publication of the Social Housing Green
Paper and how/whether the findings of the Hackett review on Building Regulations and Fire
Safety become legislation.
CBH has developed its first
iteration of a Business Plan that will be monitored by Board and DMT. CBH supports the
wider HRA business plan as well and is subject to regular review and stress testing.

10

The Legislation came into effect from 1 April 2018. The Housing Options team has been
restructured with the requirements of the new legislation taken into consideration. C.£500k
grant funding for prevention initiatives received by CBC. MHCLG have reviewed CBH's
implementation plans and readiness for the 1 April and are comfortable with the progress
made. The score on this risk will be reviewed during 2018, once the effectiveness of these
measures is known.

Apr-18

Ongoing

Properly resourced initiatives.
2

3

Strategic

New Trading
Opportunities Detract
from Core Business.

Strategic

New Trading
Opportunities achieve
Increased financial pressure on CBH adversely impacting on
insufficent income and
service delivery. Reduction in Council's confidence in CBH
may compromise the
through failing to meet key expectations
viability of the CBH in the
medium term

Reduced Performance - Increase in complaints and loss of
reputation . Reduction in Council's confidence in CBH through
failing to meet key expectations

4

Strategic

Relationship with CBC
not maintained or
effective

5

Strategic

Impact of Welfare
Increasing financial pressure on tenants leading to possibility of
Reform adversely
increasing rent arrears, possible transfers and increase in
affecting the ability to
homelessness, increase in court actions
collect rents from tenants

6

7

Strategic

Strategic

Changes in Economic &
Political environment
may impact on financial
viability of organisation

Detract focus of Board and senior management leading to
damaging service delivery and new initiatives, ultimately closure
of ALMO.

The Economic Environment (Inflation/Interest Rates), Reduction
in social housing due to RTB extension, selling vacant high value
properties and changes in planning requirements, leading to
Management Fee reductions and not being able to maintain
contracted level of services. CBH service delivery adversely
affected due to financial constraints

Impact of Homelessness Increase in demand for housing options and temporary
Reduction Act
accommodation

Reputational/
Professional

Reputational/

Economic

12

12

Reputational

12

Maintaining the regular liaison meetings at all levels. Chief Executive keeping a
watching brief that these are maintained and effective.

Economic/
Reputational

16

Increased resources to support tenants to maintain payment and claim Discretionary
Housing payments; Close work with CBC Housing Benefits. Revision to financial
inclusion strategy. Creation of digital inclusion strategy. Worklessness strategy.
Increased payment methods available. Increased financial support and assistance.
Increased opportunity for DD. Staff trained.

Economic/
Reputational

Economic/
Reputational

15

15

Maintaining the regular liaison meetings at all levels and work closely with CBC
colleagues to ensure impact is minimalised to continue to provide a social housing
solution that fits the requirements of the Borough. Annual management fee budget
setting process. Annually agreed Delivery Plan. Regular liaison with Portfolio Holder.

Maintaining close contact with MHCLG to follow and comment on the implementation
of the Act. Board will be briefed on the Act and the likely consequences.

Carry out a core business risk assessment before agreeing new projects.
Assessment for each project
Establish a trading subsidary
Properly resourced initiatives.
Carry out a core business risk assessment before agreeing new projects.
Assessment for each project
Establish a trading subsidiary

12

10

15

No surprises, no blame culture
Celebrate what is good
One organisation - where there is a joint accountability across teams and
resolve
Review approach/methodology for collated information and monitoring and
consider resourcing requirements where necessary
Develop partnership with the DWP to make most effective use of resources

Ongoing
Ongoing

Welfare Reform Strategic Action Group set up with key partners within CBC
and CBH

Ongoing

Continual Review and reforecasting of the financial position to enable efficient
deployment of resources within CBH and the wider HRA Business Plan

Ongoing

Implementation of Private Sector Letting Scheme (PSL) to offset escalating
costs of Temporary Accommodation
Engage CBC for early discussions as to possible consequences for the social
housing provision in the borough
Develop Action Plan to manage the impact of the new regulations
CBC engaged in discussions around demand and supply of affordable
housing

In Place
Ongoing
TBC
Ongoing

Review of approach to Temporary Accommodation

Ongoing

Develop communication and information plan

Ongoing
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CBH Strategic Risk Register - Heat Map
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Current Score
Government
Policy impact on
fin. viability of
CBH

10

13

15

16

12

14

Homelessness
Reduction Bill

New Trading
Opportunites
detract from core
business

Relationship with
CBC not
maintained or
effective

6

Impact of Welfare
Reform

9

Likelihood

New Trading
Opportunities
achieve
insufficent

ICT Support
Arrangements
with CBC

4

5

8

11

1

2

3

7

Impact
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

12 September 2018

TIME:

5:30pm

VENUE:

Room 1, Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

9

SUBJECT:

Strategic Health and Safety Policy Statement

REPORT BY:

Ryan Curtis, Health, Safety, Environmental and CDM Manager
 (01206) 282774
 Ryan.Curtis@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Decision Required

1.1

Board approval is required for the reviewed Health and Safety Policy
Statement

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

The purpose of this report is to assure the Board that, via reviewing our Health
and Safety Policy and Statement, Colchester Borough Homes are, so-far as is
reasonably practicable, discharging our legal and moral duties with regard to
Health and Safety. The Policy Statement sets out our commitment to endeavour
to maintain a continual and measurable improvement to our Health and Safety
performance, ensuring compliance with all applicable Health and Safety
legislation.

3.

Background & Content

3.1

Colchester Borough Homes has set a two-year timeframe on reviewing the
Health and Safety Policy which requires Board approval. The content of the
policy is as below.

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10

Introduction and purpose
Policy statement
Responsibilities
Strategic arrangements
Operational arrangements
The health & safety framework within the company
Strategic organisation & responsibilities
Operational organisation & responsibilities
Objectives
Consultation
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3.11 References
3.12 Related documents
4.

Report authors

4.1

This report and its appendices (Health and Safety Policy Statement) should
be read as prepared and submitted to the Board by the Company’s duly
appointed Health and Safety Manager and the Director of Property Services.

5.

Risk Management

5.1

Health, Safety and Environment feature on the operational risk registers for all
Directorates. Having an in-date, suitable and sufficient health and safety
policy is a key strand for all mitigations in respect of Health, Safety and
Employment.

6.

HR Implications

6.1

Having a robust health and safety policy in place is not only a legal
requirement but has a positive impact on the wellbeing of all employees.

7.

Legal Implications

7.1

It is a legal requirement under the Health and Safety at Work Act (1974), if
you have five or more employees, to have a written health and safety policy
statement, setting out how you manage health and safety in your
organisation.

8.

Financial Implications

8.1

No unbudgeted financial implications arise from the Policy and Statement.
Possible prosecution arising out of not having a suitable and sufficient health
and safety policy in place may result in negative financial implications.

9.

Value for Money

9.1

Colchester Borough Homes believes that maintaining a strong health & safety
culture assists us in providing services in a manner compliant with the
Company’s Value For Money Plan.

10.

Health & Safety Implications

10.1 The whole of this policy refers to Health and Safety matters.
11.

Equality & Diversity Implications

11.1 None arising from the report.
12.

Residents at the Heart

12.1 Matters of Health and Safety include public safety and as such the whole of
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the Policy reflects the discharging of the Company’s obligations in respect of
public safety.
13.
13.1

14.

Decision Required?
Yes, Board is asked to approve the Strategic Health & Safety Policy
Statement and the signing of the Policy Statement by the Chair of the Board
and the Chief Executive.
Appendices

14.1 Appendix 1 – Health & Safety Policy Statement
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COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES
HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT
Colchester Borough Homes recognises and accepts its responsibility and has a commitment to
provide a safe and healthy working environment for its employees and non-employees who may be
affected by the Company's work activities and takes the necessary steps to fulfil its statutory duties
under the Health and Safety at Work Act, 1974.
A positive culture is encouraged, actively supported by senior management, to involve employees in
the decision-making processes either individually or through their health and safety representatives.
The approach to health and safety within Colchester Borough Homes is based on the identification
and control of risks, ensuring that the appropriate levels of resources are allocated to reduce risks as
far as reasonably practicable.
To enable adequate planning, monitoring and review of this policy, the Company provides competent
technical advice to assist Managers and Supervisors with their responsibility.
To fulfil its statutory duties the following forms Colchester Borough Homes’ health and safety
arrangements, aims and objectives:


To provide and make readily available the necessary information, instruction, supervision and
training to employees and others, including temporary staff that may be required by legislation,
approved codes of practice, British Standards and any local agreements.



To ensure all visitors, contractors and suppliers of goods and services comply with relevant
health and safety requirements.



To ensure that health and safety is equal to all other functions and devote the necessary
resources in the form of finance, equipment, personnel and time to ensure and develop a safe
and healthy culture.



To co-operate fully in the election/appointment of Safety Representatives and if appointed provide
them, where necessary, with sufficient facilities and training to carry out their tasks, including their
membership of the Health and Safety Group.



To ensure that appropriate systems are developed and maintained for the effective
communication of health and safety matters throughout the organisation, including the training of
Board Members in their Health and Safety responsibilities.



To ensure that health and safety is fully integrated into the management and decision-making
processes within the organisation and that health and safety management is an integral part of
the management function.



To monitor health and safety performance through both proactive and reactive means to ensure
continuing improvement in such performance as understood by the OHSAS18001 Standard.



To maintain a system to ensure that incidents, ‘near-misses’ and work related ill health are fully
investigated and appropriate action taken to reduce the likelihood of their recurrence.



To ensure risk assessments of all workplaces and work activities are systematically undertaken
and their findings recorded, to identify and effectively act upon health and safety risks to
employees and non-employees, therefore ensuring that procedures are established, and safe
equipment and plant are provided.

Signature:

Gareth Mitchell, CEO

Date:

Signature:

Anne Grahamslaw, Chair of Board

Date:
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

12 September 2018

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Room 1, Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

10

SUBJECT:

Annual HR Report (April 2017-March 2018)

REPORT BY:

Angelique Ryan, Head of HR and Governance
 (01206) 282374
 angelique.ryan@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1 A report is prepared annually for the Board on Human Resources activities covering
a range of workforce data. This report covers the period 1 April 2017 - 31 March
2018 and is for information purposes.
2.

Background & Content

2.1 For Colchester Borough Homes (CBH) to meet its strategic objectives, it must
attract, develop and retain diverse and talented staff with appropriate capabilities
and skills which enable them to perform well. To help achieve this, CBH provides a
major focus on learning and development, a professional and collaborative work
environment with staff and managers supported by a progressive People Plan,
human resources practices and policies.
2.2 Significant developments during 2017-18 included:


Development and launch of the People Plan,



Completion of a Staff Survey, the results of which played a key part in the
development of the People Plan,



Achieved a reduction in ill-health related absences,



Recruitment and induction of three apprentices, utilising the apprenticeship
levy,



Revised the Staff Induction Programme and appraisal scheme and carried
out staff training sessions,



Delivered training for line managers, including recruitment, performance
management, the effective management of sickness absence and on key
changes to legislation and best practice,



Revised a number of key HR policies including reducing the time-span of Pay
Protection from three years down to two years,
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3.



Advised on and managed the restructures of Property Services and
Resources Directorates,



Expanded the number of external volunteers working within CBH,



Supported our Colchester Borough Council colleagues in upgrading the
human resource and payroll management information system to enable self service sickness reporting etc.

People Plan

CBH introduced a People Plan in 2018 with the aim of supporting our overall
3.1 strategic aims. The aims of the People Plan are;
-

To enable our staff to perform and do the best job possible
To make CBH a great place to work.

3.2 We are already a high performing organisation in terms of staff development,
achieving Investors in People Gold in 2016 and the Times Top 100 “Ones to Watch”
award in 2014. The challenge we are setting ourselves within this plan is to become
a Times Top 100 not-for-profit employer by 2022.
3.3 To deliver this we will need to demonstrate that:
-

Our staff feel what they do matters and makes a difference
Our staff are high- performing and take ownership of their work
Our staff feel valued and supported
Our staff and potential employees see CBH as a great place to work.

3.4 We plan to achieve our aim of becoming a top 100 employer by:
-

Creating a working culture and environment that ensures staff perform at their
best
Matching the skills, experience and outlook of our workforce to our vision and
purpose
Making our staff feel valued and supported
Ensuring everyone is recognised and rewarded fairly
Providing a better work-life balance for staff.

4.

Workforce Profile and Turnover

4.1

CBH directly employed an average of 209 employees between 1 April 2017
and 31 March 2018.This has increased from 207.5 employees in the previous
financial year.

4.2

Staff turnover within CBH (by headcount) was 15.8% for the financial year to
31 March 2018 (up slightly from 15.4% the previous financial year). The UK
average employee turnover rate is approximately 15% a year, although this
varies drastically between industries.
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4.3

Details of reasons for leaving are shown below;
Reason for leaving

5.

Number of leavers

Percentage of leavers

Personal reasons,
including other
employment

27

82%

End of contract

2

6%

Retirement

2

6%

Ill health retirement

1

3%

Dismissal

0

0%

Redundancy

1

3%

Negotiated exit

0

0%

Totals
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100

HR Performance Management
Absence levels

5.1

The 2017/18 year end figure for absence owing to ill health was 7.10 days on
average per employee, this is a good improvement on the 8.76 days achieved
at year end 2016/17.

5.2

During 2017/18 the HR Team actively worked with Managers to manage 13
(37 the previous financial year) formal ill health cases where employees had
triggered the Bradford factor score as outlined below;

Ill Health cases
managed post
Bradford trigger
5.3

Resources Housing
Services

Property
Services

Totals

5

4

13

4

During this period the long-term sickness absences were mainly attributable to
3 employees. CBH try to manage these cases as sympathetically as possible,
allowing time for diagnosis, treatment and recovery. These cases can be
complex and involve input from medical specialists and can mean that staff are
absent for prolonged periods of time. 2017/18 has seen a number of serious
long-term ill health cases and has led to one employee leaving the
organisation and two successfully returning to work with reasonable
adjustments. No employees were dismissed under this policy.
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5.4

CBH endeavours to follow best practice approaches to managing absence,
using the ‘Bradford’ trigger system and following detailed Short-term and Longterm Ill Health Capability Policies. Managers receive reports detailing those
staff within their service areas that have triggered the Bradford Factor and are
supported by HR to manage these cases. Managers are also able to access
their employee records through iTrent anytime to monitor their sickness levels.
Employee relations cases

5.5

The HR team supports managers through a number of complex employee
relations cases, including disciplinary, bullying and harassment, grievance and
performance capability cases.

5.6

Where possible, the HR team always try to resolve issues informally through
meeting with staff and managers and mediation if necessary. Formal action is,
however, often unavoidable. It is noteworthy that the number of formal cases
has reduced by 20% over the past year owing to HR becoming involved in
incidents at an earlier time and management training around coaching skills
and performance management.

5.7

A breakdown of formal casework during 2017/18 can be seen below;

Disciplinary cases
managed

Resources Housing
Services

Property
Services

Totals

1

1

2

Grievance cases
managed
Performance
Capability cases
managed

2

2

0

6.

Managing Organisational Change

6.1

2017/18 was a relatively stable year in terms of organisational change, with no
TUPE transfers in or out of CBH.

6.2

This year the team have supported a number of service reviews and
restructures, making changes to job roles and ways of working. Reviews
included those of the Housing Options Team, Resources Team and Property
Services. One person was made redundant as a result of these reviews.

7.

Recruitment and Job Evaluation

7.1

During the year, the HR team have administered 52 recruitment campaigns for
temporary and permanent roles. 26 external new starters were recruited, 7
staff secured internal secondments and 1 member off staff was promoted on a
permanent basis in the year to 31 March 2018.
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7.2

The posts of HR Business Partner, Works Planner & Accommodation Manager
and Senior Field Supervisor Electrical had to be advertised a number of times
before a successful recruitment outcome was achieved. A Market Supplement
had to be paid in order to recruit into the post of Senior Field Supervisor
Electrical.

7.3

The cost of external advertising in print and on websites for all posts was
£8,493 plus VAT.

7.4

The HR team is accredited to administer and give feedback on personality and
ability psychometric tests. These tests are now widely used as part of the
recruitment process. 13 personality profiles and 12 ability tests were
administered and analysed for prospective staff and cost £756.00.

7.5

Two members of the HR team are qualified to carry out full Hay Job
Evaluations and in 2017/18 26 formal job evaluations were carried out as can
be seen below;
Resources
Job
Evaluations

11

Housing
Services
12

Property
Services
3

Total
26

8.

Training and Development

8.1

Colchester Borough Homes continues to invest in a robust learning and
development programme. A dedicated HR and Training Co-ordinator
organises training activity across the organisation. The Learning and
Development Committee review all non-mandatory training requests ensuring
consistency across the organisation. The HR team also ensure that our staff
are trained to meet all mandatory requirements and are continuously
developed to ensure that they deliver the best service possible.

8.2

During 2017/18, £97,768 was spent across CBH on training courses,
conferences and seminars. Spend by comparison in 2016/17 was £74,122.
Reasons for the increase in spending on training was due to;
- Training required for staff within Housing Options in regards to the
Homelessness Reduction Act,
- Customer Service (Mary Gober training) delivered across CBH.

9.

Current and Future Work plan

9.1

The HR team are currently working on a number of projects and policies
including:


Progress against the People Plan action plan,



Preparing for IIP Assessment In September 2018 including completion of
the self-assessment document,



Development and Launch of the new E-Learning System in Autumn 2018,



Developing a suite of HR Key Performance indicators,
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10.



Recruitment and Induction process for the new Apprentices who are due to
start work September 2018,



Implementing the Smarter Working project changes to the Training
Process,



Creating the CBH blueprint, workflow, templates etc for the modules on the
HR information system in liaison with Colchester Borough Council,



Delivering the ASB Team restructure



Delivering an all-staff survey in early 2019 and acting on the results,



Revising a number of key HR policies,



Writing and delivering an annual HR training programme.

Financial Implications

10.1 None other than those outlined within this report.
11.

HR Implications

11.1 HR implications are addressed within this report.
12.

Legal Implications

12.1 All relevant legislation has been considered as part of this report. In terms of
staff restructures all relevant legislation and best practice has been followed.
This includes the duty to formally consult staff and the Union on the proposed
changes and in ensuring that a fair and transparent recruitment process is
followed.
12.2 Whilst no decision to dismiss an employee under either the Short-term or
Long-term absence policies has been taken, care has been taken to ensure
that CBH policies, the ACAS Code of Practice and the Equality Act are all
adhered to. Where employees are medically retired all legislation and
regulations are followed.
13.

Health & Safety Implications

13.1 As part of our ill-health management processes, reasonable adjustments are
often made in order to comply with the Equality Act. A number of health and
safety considerations have been taken into account and action taken with
regard to employees’ medical conditions including carrying out risk
assessments on workstations, company vans and other working environments.
14.

Equality & Diversity Implications

14.1 Recruitment is carried out consistently and interviewers are trained
accordingly.
14.2 When managing employee sickness cases, due regard is given to ensure that
the Policy is applied fairly and that reasonable adjustments are made for any
members of staff with a disability.
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15.

Residents at the Heart

15.1 The People Plan ensures that our staff are well trained, adhere to CBH’s
organisational behaviours and are flexible in providing the best service
possible to our residents.
16.

Risk Management

16.1 In order to mitigate risk of legal action the HR team ensure that all relevant HR
procedures have been followed, that the correct paperwork is in place and that
the relevant legislation has been complied with.
17.

Value for Money

17.1 Achieving value for money is a key driver behind booking external training,
reviewing policies, and deciding on new staff structures. At all times we will
ensure that the best use of money and resources is made.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

12 September 2018

TIME:

5:30pm

VENUE:

Room 1, Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

11

SUBJECT:

Annual Equality and Diversity Report

REPORT BY:

Angelique Ryan, Head of HR and Governance and
Andrew Harley, Business Partner- Equality and Safeguarding
 (01206) 282505  angelique.ryan@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide the Board with an annual update on
progress in the area of Equality and Diversity, in both meeting its statutory
duties and in meeting its objectives more widely.

2.

Background & Content

2.1

Since the introduction of the Equality Act 2010, CBH has worked with tenants,
leaseholders, residents, staff, partners and the wider community to ensure
that it meets its Public Sector Equality Duty: the ‘General Duty’ and its
‘Specific Duties’.

2.2

The ‘General Duty’ states that CBH must, in the exercise of its functions, have
due regard to the need to:




2.3

eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other
conduct that is prohibited by or under the Act;
advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

Under the ‘Specific Duties’, CBH must::



Publish information annually to demonstrate its compliance with the
Equality Duty by 31 January,
Set equality objectives at least every four years.
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3.

Meeting the Public Sector Equality Duty

3.1

In terms of the ‘General Duty’, CBH integrates Equality and Diversity
considerations into the day to day decision making of the organisation. In
particular:





3.2

In terms of the ‘Specific Duties’, CBH published its Equality Information for
2016/17 by 31 January 2018 on the website (Appendix 1). It included
equality analysis of data by protected characteristic in regard to:




3.3

We have policies and procedures in place to protect customers and
staff from discrimination, harassment and victimisation.
Services are designed to help ensure that we meet the needs of all our
customers. We try to be as flexible as possible in responding to
individual circumstances, and we ensure that ‘reasonable adjustments’
are made to eliminate discrimination and advance equality of
opportunity.
We conduct Equality Impact Assessments on all our key policies,
services, strategies and decisions. There is no statutory requirement to
do this, but we believe that such an approach is invaluable in ensuring
that possible impacts upon groups within the ‘protected characteristics’
are consciously and systematically considered and evidenced, and that
any negative impacts are effectively mitigated.

Staff;
Tenants and leaseholders, and
Housing applicants.

CBH has continued to make progress against its existing Equality Objectives
which were set in 2016:
a. (Governance) To ensure the Board is well equipped with the
knowledge they need to lead an organisation committed to equality,
diversity and inclusion
b. (Housing Management) To promote resident scrutiny and community
cohesion
c. (All) To continue to meet our legal obligations under the Equality Act
2010 and Public Sector Equality Duty
d. (HR) To support a diverse and progressive workforce
e. (Property Services) To increase the satisfaction towards the repairs
service

4.
4.1

Achievements over the past year



Equality analysis has taken place on staff, customer and housing
applicant data, published on the CBH website.
Complaints data for the period 2016-17 has also been the subject of
detailed equality analysis, as reviewed by the Staff Equality Focus
Group.
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Over 85% of published Equality Impact Assessments are fully up-todate. (The majority of those outstanding are being superseded by new
policies currently in draft form.) A new corporate spreadsheet helps
ensure a more effective process of identifying when individual
assessments need updating, and by whom.
Our Equality Ambassadors have become more ‘mainstreamed’ into the
day-to-day business of our organisation by contributing to key Task
and Finish Groups.
We have a pay gap marginally in favour of female employees (a mean
difference of 2.7%). This compares favourably with peers, and reflects
an effective Equal Pay Policy.
All new staff have received face-to-face Equality and Diversity
induction training.
CBH has continued to strengthen its commitment to being a Mindful
Employer. Colchester Borough Homes has committed to a charter of
voluntary principles that helps employers support staff with mental
health issues. Mindful Employer also offers guidance, advice and
support to staff regarding their own mental health.
The role of Equality and Diversity Officer has been revised and now
includes Equality, Diversity and Safeguarding on an operational level.
The new job title is Business Partner- Equality and Safeguarding. This
will help to ensure that progress in these respective areas is more
‘joined-up’ in order to help deliver further improvements for vulnerable
customers.

5.

The Social Housing Equality Framework (SHEF)

5.1

In May 2017, Colchester Borough Homes was peer-assessed against the
Social Housing Equality Framework (SHEF). We have continued to make
progress in those areas identified as requiring development. All of the
‘achievements’ noted in 4.1 (above) help us move towards being in a position
to achieve the excellent standard of the SHEF at the appropriate time.

6.

Risk Management

6.1

CBH need to ensure that we are complying with the Equality Act 2010 and the
Public Sector Equality Duty. As an employer and provider of public services,
Colchester Borough Homes may face legal challenges from individuals who
have been discriminated against because of discriminatory practices, however
unintended.

6.2

Unlike legal cases brought through employment tribunals, those brought on
grounds of discrimination do not have upper limits set on potential financial
penalties so it is imperative that CBH meets its responsibilities to ensure it
does not discriminate in order to avoid the potential for significant financial
claims.

6.3

This report demonstrates how CBH effectively manages such risks and
continues to be compliant in meeting its legal duties in full.
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7.

Legal Implications

7.1

Legal implications have been considered within the Risk Management section
(above).

8.

Financial Implications

8.1

Financial implications have also been considered within the Risk Management
section (above).

9.

Value for Money

9.1

CBH recognises that the Equality Act 2010 is underpinned by the principle of
proportionality. This is best achieved through a mainstreamed approach to
integrating equality into the day-to- day business of the organisation. This also
helps to achieve “value for money”.

10.

Health & Safety Implications

10.1 There are no specific considerations around Health and Safety although it is
held that the approach detailed in this report helps meet the needs of
vulnerable customers which can also keep them safe.
11.

Equality & Diversity Implications

11.1 The entirety of this report is about equality and diversity.
12.

Residents at the Heart

12.1 The mainstreamed approach of CBH towards equality and diversity helps the
organisation to meet customers’ individual needs and, in doing so, places
residents ‘at the heart’ of what we do.
13.

Appendix

13.1 Appendix 1- Annual Equality Data 2016/17
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Item 11 Appendix 1

Equality and Diversity
Annual Report 2016/17

Author: Andrew Harley
Acting Equality and Diversity Officer
Colchester Borough Homes
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1. Purpose of the Report
At Colchester Borough Homes, we are committed to meeting our statutory
responsibilities under the Equality Act 2010.
Under the ‘general duty’ of the Public Sector Equality Duty’ (PSED) we must have “due
regard” to the need to:
(a) Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
(b) Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not; and
(c) Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.
We also have ‘specific duties’ which relate to the publishing of equality data about our
staff and customers. This published report contributes towards the evidence required for
us to meet our ‘specific duties’.
2. About Colchester Borough Homes
Colchester Borough Homes is an Arms Length Management Organisation (ALMO) set
up and owned by Colchester Borough Council, but with its own Board of Governors. Its
core business is the management of housing stock owned by Colchester Borough
Council through the delivery of tenant-led housing services.
Ensuring that all customers have equal and fair access to services irrespective of age,
disability, ethnicity, sex, sexual orientation, religion and belief or gender identify is
fundamental to our business.
This approach is also reflected in our key company values (“The CBH Way”) which
underpin the planning and delivery of services:






Building Trust We will work with customers to build trust in our services
Delivering Tenant Led Services We will work with customers to improve what
we do, and promote fair and equal services for all
Commitment to Our Communities We will offer customers services they can
rely on, which respect the needs of the community and individuals
Delivering Professional Services Our staff are highly trained to enable
customers to receive a knowledgeable response
Providing Value for Money In everything we do

(See next page for Equality Data.)
3
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3. Equality Data
Equality data is provided below for the following groups:
(A) Staff
(B) Tenants and Leaseholders
(A) Staff
All data is given as at 31 March 2017 unless otherwise indicated.
Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
Number of employees and FTE
Number of employees: 230
No of FTE (Full Time Equivalent) employees: 204
Full-Time / Part-Time Distribution
Of 230 employees, 162 (70.4%) were full time and 68 (29.6%) were part time.
Distribution by Sex
Of 230 employees, 73 (45.1%) were female and 89 (55.0%) were male.
Data for 2013-14 for comparison is shown in brackets where available.
Sex
Male

Full-Time
54.9% (52.1%)

Part-Time
17.7% (12.8%)

Female

45.1% (47.9%)

82.4% (87.2%)

The data shows that proportionately more men and fewer women are employed in fulltime and part-time roles compared with three years ago.
Distribution by Age
Age
20 and under

Full-Time
1.2% (0%)

Part-Time
2.9% (0%)

21-30

15.4% (20.4%)

8.8% (14.9%)

31-40

17.3% (14.1%)

26.5% (23.4%)

41-50

27.8% (26.8%)

22.1% (21.3%)

51-60

30.9% (31.0%)

20.6% (27.7%)

61+

7.4% (7.7%)

19.1% (12.8%)
4
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The table above shows that there is representation within the organisation for
those under 21 years whereas there was none three years ago.
Distribution by Disability
Data for 2013-14 for comparison is shown in brackets where available.
Disability
Yes

Full-Time
3.1% (2.8%)

Part-Time
4.4% (4.3%)

No

12.4% (25.4%)

17.7% (17.0%)

No data

84.6% (71.8%)

54.7% (78.7%)

Data reflects the fact that the majority of staff have chosen not to offer information on
disability. It remains a concern for the organisation that it is not able to capture an
accurate picture of disability need.
Distribution by Ethnicity
(BAME = Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic)
Data for 2013-14 for comparison is shown in brackets where available.
Ethnicity
BAME
White (All Categories)
(1) No Data

Full-Time
2.5% (1.4%)
72.8% (66.9%)
24.7% (31.7%)

Part-Time
1.5% (2.1%)
75.0% (51.1%)
23.5% (46.8%)

Excluding (1) Above:
BAME
White (All Categories)

3.3% (2.0%)
96.7% (98.0%)

2.0% (3.9%)
98.0% (96.1%)

Data capture on ethnicity has increased over the past three years which is encouraging.
The proportion of ‘BAME’ staff has increased for full-time staff but has fallen for parttime staff.
Distribution by Sexual Orientation
Data for 2013-14 for comparison is shown in brackets where available.
Sexual Orientation
Heterosexual

Full-Time
59.9% (43.3%)

Part-Time
64.7% (31.3%)

Homosexual (Gay or Lesbian)

4.4% (2.1%)

Nil (Nil)

Bisexual

Nil (Nil)

Nil (Nil)
5
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Other

1.9% (0.7%)

Nil (Nil)

Prefer not to say

2.5%

4.4%

No data

31.5% (53.9%)

30.1% (68.8%)

Data capture on sexual orientation has increased over the past three years, and the
figures suggest that the staff are now more diverse.
An additional note on data relating to staff
Data relating to staff grievances and to disciplinary action against staff for 2016 and
2017 has been reviewed, and no patterns can be discerned which could give cause for
concern in terms of fair treatment by protected characteristic. There have been no
dismissals during the period.
There were two requests only for ‘Flexible Working’ during 2017. One was approved
and one was not. It has not been possible to conduct equality analysis from such a
sample.
Pregnancy and Maternity
In 2017 there were 4 members of staff who took maternity leave. A breakdown by
protected characteristic is provided below.

Number

2012
9

2013
12

2014
<5

2015
5

2017
4

Ethnicity:
-White
-BAME
-Other
-No data

100.0%
0%
0%
0%

75%
0%
0%
25%

75%
0%
0%
25%

80%
0%
0%
20%

75%
25%
0%
0%

Sex:
-Male
-Female

0%
100.0%

0%
100%

0%
100%

0%
100%

0%
100%

Disability:
-Yes
-No
-No Data

11%
67%
22%

41.7%
0%
58.3%

0%
50%
50%

0%
60%
40%

0%
50%
50%

Age:
-20 and under
-21-30
-31-40

0%
33%
67%

0%
25%
75%

0%
50%
50%

0%
40%
60%

0%
50%
50%
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-41-50
-51-60
-61+

0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%

Religion:
-Christian
-Other
-None
-Incomplete

44%
0%
33%
22%

25%
8.4%
33.3%
33.3%

50%
0%
25%
25%

20%
0%
60%
20%

75%
0%
0%
25%

Sexual
Orientation:
-Heterosexual
-Homosexual
-Bisexual
-Incomplete

56%
0%
0%
44%

58.3%
0%
0%
41.7%

75%
0%
0%
25%

80%
0%
0%
20%

100%
0%
0%
0%

(B) Tenants and Leaseholders
All data is at 3 January 2018. Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
Total number of tenants: 6870; Total number of Leaseholders: 1371
Distribution by Sex
Sex

Tenants

Leaseholders

Female

62.87%

53.03%

Male

37.09%

46.97%

0.04%

2.54%

No Data
Distribution by Age
Age

Tenants

Leaseholders

17-24

3.3%

0.6%

25-34

12.5%

5.3%

35-44

15.8%

10.1%

45-54

18.6%

13.6%

55-64

17.4%

13.3%

65-74

17.8%

13.2%

75+

14.7%

31.7%
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Disability
22.4% of tenants and 9% of leaseholders are recorded as having at least one
disability.
For comparison, in 2011 the Census indicated that 24% of the borough’s
population have one or more people in the household with a long term health
problem or disability.
Distribution by Disability Type (as a proportion of all tenants/ leaseholders)

Disability Type

Tenants

Leaseholders

Hearing Impairment

2.1%

1.7%

Learning Disability

1.5%

0.4%

Mental Health Disability

5.1%

0.8%

11.6%

3.7%

Visual Impairment

1.2%

0.9%

Other

0.9%

1.5%

Mobility/ Physical Disability

Distribution by Disability Type (as a proportion of all disability)

Disability Type

Tenants

Leaseholders

Hearing Impairment

9.3%

18.8%

Learning Disability

6.9%

4.3%

Mental Health Disability

22.7%

9.4%

Mobility/ Physical Disability

52.1%

41%

Visual Impairment

5.2%

10.3%

Other

3.8%

16.3%

Data shows that a mobility and/or physical disability is the most common ‘type’
amongst both tenants and leaseholders. This reflects the needs of customers
for adaptations in the home.
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Distribution by Ethnicity
Ethnicity
Asian Indian
Asian Pakistani
Asian Bangladeshi
Asian Other
Black Caribbean
Black African
Black Other
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White and Black African
Mixed White and Asian
Mixed Any Other
Not Stated
Chinese
Other
White British
White Irish
White Other

Tenants

0.07%
0.04%
0.22%
0.42%
0.36%
1.28%
0.57%
0.36%
0.10%
0.19%
0.25%
0.44%
0.20%
0.70%
91.43%
0.38%
2.98%

Leaseholders
0.07%
0.07%
0.29%
0.66%
0.51%
0.29%
0.29%
0.07%
0.07%
0.29%
0.22%
16.19%
0.29%
1.02%
76.95%
0.15%
2.55%

Summary Ethnicity Data
(BAME = Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic)
Ethnicity
BAME
White (All Categories)
Other
(1) Not Stated or No Data

Tenants

4.1%
94.8%
0.7%
0.5%

Excluding (1) Above
BME
White (All Categories)
Other

4.1%
95.2%
0.7%

Leaseholders

3.1%
79.7%
1.0%
16.2%

3.7%
95.1%
1.2%

Data shows that tenants and leaseholders a less ethnically diverse than the borough as
a whole according to 2011 Census records which show that 7.6% are ‘BAME’ and 92%
are ‘White’ (All Categories).
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Distribution by Sexual Orientation
Sexual Orientation

Tenants

Leaseholders

Bisexual

0.07%

Homosexual/ Gay or Lesbian

0.27%

Heterosexual/ Straight

No Data
No Data
No Data

27.31%

Other

0.03%

Prefer not to say

2.23%

No Data

No Data
No Data
No Data

70.09%

Distribution by Sexual Orientation (excluding ‘No Data’)
Sexual Orientation

Tenants

Leaseholders

Bisexual

0.24%

Homosexual/ Gay or Lesbian

0.92%

Heterosexual/ Straight

No Data
No Data
No Data

91.29%

Other

0.10%

Prefer not to say

7.44%

No Data
No Data

The organisations needs to increase the amount of data it holds on tenants’ sexual
orientation as this can help determine whether there is any unfair treatment as a basis
for improvement. Where data exists, it indicates less diversity than the wider
community. (Around 1% of tenants have identified as Gay or Lesbian compared with
estimates of 5-10% in the general population.) This may reflect an unwillingness to
disclose diversity due to past experiences of intolerance, harassment or discrimination.
Distribution by Religion and Belief
Religion and Belief

Tenants

Leaseholders

Buddhist

0.07%

No Data

Christian

12.94%
Nil

No Data
No Data

Muslim
Any other religion

0.12%
1.28%

No Data
No Data

No religion

7.10%

No Data

78.50%

No Data

Hindu

No Data

10
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Distribution by Religion and Belief (excluding ‘No Data’)
Religion and Belief

Tenants

Leaseholders

Buddhist

0.33%

Christian

60.19%

Hindu

Nil

Muslim
Any other religion

0.56%
5.95%

No religion

33.02%

No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data

The data broadly reflects Census 2011 data in that the largest categories of Religion
and Belief within the Borough are Christian, followed by ‘No Religion’.
Distribution by Gender Identity
12 or 0.23% of tenants are recorded as transgender. No data is available for
leaseholders.
No reliable population data exists for comparison although estimates for transgender or
‘trans’ people range from 65,000 to 300,000 in the UK (between 0.1% and 0.6% of the
population.
(C) Gateway to Homechoice
Colchester Borough Homes is part of the Gateway to Homechoice choice based lettings
system which advertises Council and Housing Association properties in much of Suffolk
and Essex. We allocate housing on behalf of Colchester Borough Council. When an
individual joins the housing register, their application is assessed to see how urgent
their need for a home is. Each applicant is allocated a priority bands depending on their
need.
Note:
• Principal data is for 2017 (01.01.2017–31.12.17). Data in brackets is for 2016.
• CBH Applicants includes ‘Direct Applicants’, ‘Accepted Homeless’ and those seeking
‘Transfers’.
• Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
In 2017, 379 applicants were housed out of 1215 applicants which equates to 31.2%.
In 2016, 296 applicants were housed out of 1895 applicants which equates to 15.6%.
This data indicates that a higher proportion of applicants were housed in 2017
compared to 2016.

11
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Distribution by Sex
Sex

CBH Applicants

CBH Housed Applicants

Female

68.1% (65.9%)

59.8% (59.8%)

Male

31.9% (34.1%)

40.2% (40.2%)

Data indicates that proportionately more male applicants were housed: While
31.9% of applicants were male 40.2% of housed applicants were male.
Distribution by Age
Age

CBH Applicants

CBH Housed Applicants

19-29

31.0% (32.6%)

23.0% (24.0%)

30-39

26.0% (24.3%)

20.6% (15.2%)

40-49

16.5% (17.5%)

15.8% (13.9%)

50-59

12.8% (11.1%)

11.1% (14.9%)

60-69

7.9% (7.6%)

13.7% (14.2%)

70+

6.5% (7.0%)

15.8% (17.9%)

Data indicates that applicants over 60 years are proportionately more likely to
be housed, whereas applicants under 60 are proportionately less likely to be
housed in each age band. (The same pattern can be identified from 2016 data,
but in regard to applicants over 50.) This could be due to the availability of
Sheltered Housing as stock specifically reserved for older people.
Disability
Stated Disability

CBH Applicants

CBH Housed Applicants

Yes

27.6% (28.2%)

42.5% (47.6%)

No

68.2% (69.5%)

54.1 (52.4%)

Applicants with a stated disability are proportionately more likely to be housed
than those without. This would appear to reflect the specific needs and
vulnerabilities of this group.
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Summary Ethnicity Data
(BAME = Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic)
Ethnicity
BAME
White (All Categories)
Other
Not Stated or No Data

CBH Applicants
CBH Housed Applicants
10.5% (9.5%)
7.1% (7.1%)
85.9% (87.7%)
90.5% (91.2%)
1.2% (1.0%)
0% (0%)
2.5% (1.9%)
2.4% (1.7%)

Data indicates that ‘BAME’ applicants are proportionately less likely to be housed than
‘White’ applicants, though the difference is relatively small. 7.1% of housed applicants
were ‘BAME’ which compares closely to 2011 Census data for the borough being 7.6%.
Pregnancy
Pregnancy
Yes
No

CBH Applicants

CBH Housed Applicants

7.5% (4.0%)

3.2% (0.7%)

92.5% (96.0%)

96.8% (99.3%)

Data indicates that women who identified as being pregnant are proportionately less
likely to be housed than other groups (which include men), though the difference has
become less marked since 2016. It could be that the housing criteria applied is narrower
than that generally anticipated by the applicant group.
4. Other Data
Staff Survey
The last staff survey was carried out in September 2017. 77% of all staff completed the
survey (up from 68% in 2014). Key areas of strength included: Leadership, ‘Giving
Something Back’ and Wellbeing.
Some of the highlights of the survey include that the majority of employees:
•Would recommend CBH as an employer
•Feel proud to work for the organisation
•Feel able to provide a great service to customers
•Feel that they are treated fairly in relation to colleagues and listened to
•Are happy with their work-life balance
•Agreed that their work does not interfere with their responsibilities at home
•Agreed that their health was not suffering because of their work
•Feel that CBH has a strong social conscience.
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The survey did not highlight any concerns in terms of the treatment of staff across any
‘protected characteristics’.
5. Additional Information
Equality and Diversity Groups
The Staff Equality and Diversity Work Group is an active forum for the discussion of and
involvement in equality and diversity issues that affect CBH’s workforce, our tenants
and leaseholders, as well as the wider borough population. In December, 2017, it met to
analyse complaints data and information, and to help formulate strategies that could
improve services to vulnerable groups. In 2017, our Equality Ambassadors have
become more ‘mainstreamed’ into the day-to-day business of our organisation by
contributing to key Task and Finish Groups.
Adaptations
Colchester Borough Homes recognises the difference that adaptations make to tenants
in terms of overcoming or ‘managing’ a disability, and improving quality of life. An
Adaptations Manager oversees all adaptations, and staff are trained to carry out
minor works, assessments and adaptations. During 2016-17, 195 minor adaptations
were carried out (including grab rails, lever taps and banister rails) and 154
‘planned adaptations’ were carried out (including wet rooms and stairlifts).
6. Support for Staff
Training
Face-to-face Equality and Diversity Induction Training has continued to be provided to
all new staff during 2017. In addition, a programme of training on ‘Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion’; was commissioned for all existing staff, delivered by a specialist external
provider in 2017. 86% of staff received the training and feedback was very positive.
‘Reasonable Adjustments’
Colchester Borough Homes is committed to making reasonable adjustments to assist
those with a disability to gain and retain employment.
Examples of adjustments include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

providing specialist computer equipment and programmes
raising desks
allowing people to work from home or adjust start/leaving times
providing dyslexia assessments
providing coaching and counselling
providing work station assessments
14
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We seek to maximise equality of access to employment opportunities at Colchester
Borough Homes for people with a disability. In addition to the above, job applicants with
a disability who fulfil the ‘essential criteria’ of the post are automatically shortlisted.
Flexible Working
Since 2014 every employee has had the statutory right to request flexible working after
26 weeks employment service. The term “flexible working” for the purposes of this
policy relates to working time, working location and the pattern of working. The right is
designed to meet the needs of eligible parents, carers of certain adults and employers.
It aims to facilitate discussion and encourage both the employee and the employer to
consider flexible working patterns and to find a solution that is mutually beneficial.
Employee Assistance Scheme
All staff members have access to a confidential telephone counselling service which
covers aspects such as bereavement, divorce, threats of violence in the workplace and
bullying. Details of how to access the service are available on the intranet and staff
notice boards, and also directly from the Human Resources Team.
Mindful Employer
Since 2016 the organisation has been a Mindful Employer. Colchester Borough Homes
has committed to a charter of voluntary principles that helps employers support staff
with mental health issues. Mindful Employer also offers guidance, advice and support to
staff regarding their own mental health.
7. Going Forward
Colchester Borough Homes intends to meet the ‘Excellent’ level of the LGA’s Social
Housing Equality Framework. In 2017, a pre-assessment took place to help identify and
address areas that needed further development in order to place the organisation in a
strong position to apply for the formal external peer challenge. The organisation is
working hard to make further improvements in the areas identified, and the
management team monitors updates on progress.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

12 September 2018

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Room 1, Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

12

SUBJECT:

Annual Safeguarding Report

REPORT BY:

Karen Loweman, Director of Housing
 (01206) 282805
 Karen.loweman@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Policy Review

1.1

Our current Policy was approved by the Board in September 2016 and is due
for review in 2019
http://www.cbhomes.org.uk/keepingsafe

1.2

This report provides an update on Safeguarding at CBH to enable the Board
to consider the strategic direction for the future review.

2.

Introduction

2.1

Our current Policy reflects the Government’s policy to promote joint
responsibility between local agencies.

2.2

CBH works with both the Borough and County Council to develop
safeguarding practices and promote safeguarding in the wider community.
There has been no new legislation for safeguarding since the Care Act 2014
therefore there are no recommendations to the Board to make any significant
changes to the Policy.

2.3

Members of the Board were invited to attend Safeguarding training delivered
by an approved Essex Safeguarding trainer on Tuesday 21 August 2018.

3.

Safeguarding Policy

3.1

The key points for the Board to consider are that CBH continue to promote the
welfare and protection of children and vulnerable adults by respecting their
rights, wishes, feelings and privacy by listening to them and minimising risks
that may affect them.
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3.2

CBH staff receive regular training and briefings in respect of Safeguarding
and are aware of reporting arrangements. Staff routinely make reports of
children and adults where risk is suspected. Arrangements are in place for
multi-agency action to stop and prevent abuse and, where appropriate, case
meetings are held to review individual referrals.

3.3

Referral protocols between agencies are well established and feedback is
given to referring agencies on the result investigations, including the details of
what action is taken to get individuals to a place of safety and to provide for
the future monitoring of their safety. CBH makes regular referrals in respect of
safeguarding vulnerable adults and children.

3.4

In the period June 2017 to the end of June 2018, 42 referrals were made
through the Safeguarding procedure.
 Of the cases referred 18 related to adults and 24 in respect of children
 The highest category for referral was self-neglect
Emerging issues include concerns regarding involvement in gangs and
exploitation of vulnerable people.

4.

Care Act 2014 and Safeguarding

4.1

The Care act represents the most significant reform of care and support in
more than 60 years, with section 42-46 of the Act relating to safeguarding.
The Act has important and practical implications for all housing providers that
came into effect in April 2015.

4.2

The key principles that were identified within the Act that underpin all adult
safeguarding work, and apply to all sectors and settings including housing.
The six key principles are:
1. Empowerment – people being supported and encouraged to make
their own decisions and informed consent.
2. Prevention – it is better to take action before harm occurs
3. Proportionality – The least intrusive response appropriate to the risk
represented
4. Protection – support and representation for those in greatest need
5. Partnership – Local solutions through services working with their
communities. Communities have a part to play in preventing, detecting
and reporting neglect and abuse.
6. Accountability – Accountability and transparency in delivering
safeguarding
Making safeguarding personal means it should be person-led and outcome
focussed.
The six key principles should inform the ways in which professionals and
other staff work with people at risk of abuse or neglect.
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4.3

CBH ensures that staff are vigilant regarding safeguarding concerns and
trained to recognise the symptoms of abuse and neglect, and where to go for
advice and assistance. To ensure effective safeguarding, cascade
arrangements are in place, as early sharing of information is key to providing
an effective response where there are emerging concerns. A training
programme is in place to ensure all staff receive regular information and feel
confident raising safeguarding alerts.

4.4

Whenever CBH recruits employees it will ensure that they are well informed,
trained, supervised and supported so that they are less likely to become
involved in actions that may cause harm to children to vulnerable adults, or be
misunderstood.

5.

Emerging issues for consideration

5.1

Multi-agency Serious Case reviews and Domestic Homicide reviews are
carried out following death or serious incidents. Lessons learnt from the
reviews are shared Nationally by the Home Office and considered locally by
the Essex Safeguarding Board.

5.2

Emerging issues from the reviews include the increasing impact of abuse
within families, including arranged marriage, modern slavery and honour
wounding/mutilation or killings; Gang related crime and an increase in
incidence of death or serious injury arising from Domestic abuse.

6.

Safeguarding Training carried out

6.1






Safeguarding for Board members – half day awareness for Board
members (5 attendees) – August 2018
Safeguarding level 3 – half day training for designated officers and
managers (10 attendees) – February 2018
Basic awareness – 3 sessions held for trade operatives (28 attendees) –
January 2018
Provider manager Safeguarding – 2 sessions held – (12 attendees) –
Nov/December 2017

7.

Risk Management

7.1

Risk is a key concern and preoccupation for both staff and managers in the
safeguarding of children and vulnerable adults, especially given the level of
public and subsequent media scrutiny and blame in the event of negative
outcomes. Our procedures and delegated safeguarding leads have
management structures in places to mitigate the risks.

8.

HR Implications

8.1

HR ensures that stringent recruitment procedures are in place.
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9.

Legal Implications

9.1

CBH has a legal duty to work with local agencies to take forward the
safeguarding agenda.

9.2

The Data Protection Act and General Data Protection Regulation do not
prevent the sharing of information where people are at risk. There is a legal
expectation that staff will share information promptly with appropriate staff of
other agencies to safeguard people.

10.

Financial Implications

10.1 Budget for training staff on safeguarding and the protection of those at risk of
abuse is included in the 2018/19 mandatory training budget.
11.

Value for Money

11.1 None.
12.

Health & Safety Implications

12.1 Staff should not intervene directly to stop abuse when their own safety would
be at risk but should call the Police. In all other situations staff should act
appropriately to minimise the harm to the individual and to promote the
individual’s safety and wellbeing.
13.

Equality & Diversity Implications

13.1 The Safeguarding Policy applies to all prospective tenants, in homes and
accommodation, all tenants and leaseholders.
14.

Residents at the Heart

14.1 The safety and well-being of tenants and residents remains a priority for CBH.
Colchester Borough Homes Medium Term delivery plan includes an objective
to Improve the life chances of Colchester residents with a key outcome to
“Improved Health, social, environmental and economic well-being”.
15.

Decision Required

15.1 No - For discussion
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

12 September 2018

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Room 1, Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

13

SUBJECT:

Annual Report from Finance & Audit Committee

REPORT BY:

Glenn Houchell, Chair of Finance & Audit Committee

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Introduction & Purpose

1.1

The Committee is required to provide the Board with an annual review of its
activities.

1.2

No decision required. Members are however welcome to question and
discuss the content of this report.

2.

Background

2.1

This report outlines the activities of the Committee during 2017/18 and is
presented to the Board as part of the governance assurance process.

2.2

The purpose of the Committee, as set out in the Terms of Reference, is to:
(a) Provide independent assurance of the adequacy of the risk management
framework and the associated control environment
(b) Provide independent scrutiny of the Company’s financial and non-financial
performance, including trading activity, to the extent that it affects the
Company’s exposure to risk and weakens the control environment
(c) Oversee the financial reporting process.

2.3

The minutes of each Committee meeting have been reported to the Board
and the Chair of the Committee has made the Board aware of any concerns
at these meetings. Furthermore, the Chair of Committee is invited to report on
any items which have been recommended by F&A for Board approval and to
detail the Committee’s deliberations on these items.

2.4

During the year, the Committee has received reports at each meeting, setting
out financial and risk management performance, as well as a report which
covers key governance issues, actions and timetables.
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3.

Finance & Audit Committee Activity – 2017-18
Risk Management

3.1

The Committee has continued to take a robust approach to managing risk,
which is a standing item on Committee agendas. The Emerging Risk Register
has continued to be developed and proved to be a useful tool. Both the
Emerging and Strategic Risk Registers are reviewed at every meeting.

3.2

Committee receives a summary of all the Company’s operational risk registers
and the number of risks assessed to each RAG rating for each register. This
is intended to help inform where resources should be allocated in the
management of risk.

3.3

The current risk scoring system has been in place for around 5-6 years, and
when introduced it was a significant improvement on the previous system.
However, there is a need to develop the risk management framework further
to ensure that it is fit for purpose as the Company seeks to undertake more
commercial activities. Accordingly, we suggested to the (now previous)
Director of Resources that the Company move to a weighted scoring system,
and this has been raised with new Director of Resources. While recognizing
the benefits and value such a change in approach would bring, we also
recognize the significant effort required and time needed to bring this about.

3.4

The Committee has overseen the implementation of the Risk Management
Action Plan at every meeting.
Financial Performance and Reporting

3.5

The Committee has received a detailed update on the financial position of the
Company every quarter, specifically including CBC management fee budgets,
CBC delegated budgets and trading activity.

3.6

At its meeting on 6 June 2017, the Committee scrutinised the Audited
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2017 along with the
associated documents. Our External Audit Partner, Tim O’Connor, was
present at this meeting and the Committee was able to question him directly.
The Financial Statements and accompanying documents were presented to
Board for approval on 20 July 2017, and duly filed with Companies House.
The Committee’s Chair attended CBC’s Governance & Audit Committee on
25 July 2017 at which the Company’s 2016-17 Annual Governance Statement
was presented.

3.7

The Committee approved the external audit plan for the year ended 31 March
2018 on 8 March.

3.8

At its meeting on 12 December 2017 the Committee scrutinised the proposed
Management Fee and Capital Works budgets for 2017-18 for
recommendation to the Board. It also scrutinised the proposed CBC
delegated budgets for 2017-18 and recommended them to CBC.

3.9

The Committee has regularly reviewed the Company’s capital reserves which
has become an area of increasing focus for the Board.
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3.10

Non-Financial Performance
The Committee reviewed and approved the annual internal audit and external
audit plans.

3.11

The Internal Audit Manager regularly presented his reports on the progress on
audits and follow reports on actions identified. We are satisfied that internal
audit continues to identify areas where we may not meet latest best practice,
and provides an effective and productive challenge to management.

3.12

We saw a change in the Head of Internal Audit, with Vanessa Bateman taking
over from Mike Clarkson, who retired from Mazars. Ms Bateman presented
her Head of Internal Audit Opinion on 6 June 2017. The programme of audits
for the period was completed in full with 1 full assurance, 7 substantial
assurances and 2 limited assurances. The limited assurances covered
insurance, with concerns related to process and timing which have been
addressed for the 2018 renewal, and payroll, relating to the change of payroll
bureau by CBC.

3.13

Committee was given assurance from both internal and external auditors that
there was a strong culture of co-operation and that their activities had not
been impaired.

3.14

The three-year Internal Audit Plan for 2017-2020 was reviewed and agreed on
6 June 2017, and there has been some subsequent tweaking of the plan to
re-prioritise a few topics. The Internal Audit Charter was reviewed 9 October
and was recommended to Board.

3.15

During the year the Committee reviewed one policy, as listed below:
Policy
Standing Financial Instructions

Date reviewed
27 July 2017

3.16

The Committee has continued to oversee regulatory filings made on the
Company’s behalf, in particular with Companies House.

3.17

At its meeting on 6 June 2017 the Committee received presentations from the
Chairs of the Operations Committee and the Governance and Remuneration
Committee, who provided assurance that both committees had fulfilled the
duties delegated to them by Board during the previous year.

3.18

Matters subsequent to the end of the reporting period
The Committee reviewed the Financial Statements for the year ended 31
March 2018 and recommended them to Board for approval. During the audit
process, we were introduced to the incoming Audit Partner, Luke Morris, who
is taking over from Tim O’Connor who, after the 2018 audit, is rotating out of
the role having served for the requisite number of years.
At the time of writing, the Committee is in the process of carrying out its own
self-assessment exercise, asking members to review how well the Committee
has functioned and to identify and consider any issues arising.
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4.

Financial Implications and Value for Money

4.1

The Committee monitors the financial performance of the Company, as
described in the main body of the report. Strong oversight and monitoring of
the Company's finances helps ensure that unnecessary spending is identified
and minimized and that value for money is maximised, noting the Company's
social aims.

5.

HR Implications

5.1

External Audit and thorough financial audit work ensure that accurate financial
statements can be produced and approved. This is a key part of how CBH
provides data on employment costs and pension liabilities to both Board and
the public.

5.2

The Committee is satisfied that its work has been fully and adequately
supported by officers in the year.

6.

Legal Implications

6.1

The Committee assures the Board that it has complied with its duties in
respect of the audited financial statements and the powers and duties
delegated to it by the Board.

7.

Health & Safety Implications

7.1

No direct implications, however Committee’s audit work and oversight is a key
part of ensuring that CBH adheres to its duties relating to Health & Safety.

8.

Equality & Diversity Implications

8.1

None.

9.

Residents at the Heart

9.1

This report is intended to provide residents with public assurance that the
Committee is conducting its role of scrutiny and audit effectively.

10.

Appendix

10.1

Appendix 1 - Work Plan 2017/18.
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F & A Committee – Items considered 2017/18
Date

Item

Individual responsible

Tue 6 Jun
2017

CBH Financial Outturn 2016/17

Finance Managers

Audit of Company Accounts 2016/17
- Recommendation Required
Head of Internal Audit Opinion
Amended Internal Audit Plan
– Decision Required
Internal Audit Progress & Follow Up
– Decision Required

Head of Internal Audit
Internal Auditor

Internal Auditor

Strategic Risk Register Review

Director of Resources

Assurance Report from Gov & Rem Committee

G&R Chair

Assurance Report from Operations Committee

Ops Chair

Annual Review of Finance & Audit Committee
– Approval Required
Annual Governance Statement
– Recommendation Required

Thu 27 Jul
2017

External Auditor

Director of Resources

Director of Resources

Standing Item: Governance Actions

Board Assurance Officer

Update on Insurance renewal process

Director of Resources

CBH Financial Update

Finance Managers

Internal Audit Progress & Follow Up
– Decision Required
F&A Committee Annual Report to Board
– Decision Required

Internal Auditor

F&A Chair

Technology Plan Presentation

Director of Resources

Strategic Risk Register Review & Risk
Management Action Plan

Director of Resources

Standing Financial Instructions

Director of Resources
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Date

Item

Individual responsible

– Decision Required

Mon 9 Oct
2017

Standing Item: Governance Actions

Board Assurance Officer

CBH Financial Update

Finance Managers

Internal Audit Progress & Follow Up
– Decision Required

Internal Auditor

Internal Audit Charter
– Decision Required

Tue 12 Dec
2017

Strategic Risk Register Review & Risk
Management Action Plan

Director of Resources

Standing Item: Governance Actions

Board Assurance Officer

Election of Committee Vice Chair
– Decision Required

BAO

F&A Committee Terms of Reference
– Recommendation Required
CBH Budget 2018/19
– Recommendation Required

Thu 8 Mar
2018

Finance Managers

CBH Financial Update

Finance Managers

Internal Audit Progress & Follow Up

Internal Auditor

Strategic Risk Register Review & Risk
Management Action Plan

Director of Resources

Standing Item: Governance Actions

Board Assurance Officer

Internal Audit Plan 2018/19
– Approval Required
Internal Audit Progress & Follow Up
External Audit Plan 2018
– Approval Required
Strategic Risk Register Review & Risk
Management Action Plan

Internal Auditor
Internal Auditor
External Auditor
Director of Resources
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Date

Item

Individual responsible

CBH Financial Update

Finance Managers

Standing Item: Governance Actions

Board Assurance Officer
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Item 14.

Medium Term Delivery Plan
2018-2022
Performance report

2018/19
Quarter 1

Completed

In progress
/on target

Not
started/
behind
schedule/
below
target

Unlikely to
achieve
target

Cancelled /
on hold
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Customer
Highlights:

Forward look:

• Standard resident (STAR) survey 2018 completed - 83% of tenants
satisfied overall with CBH as landlord
• Developing insight from CBC Customer Service Centre (CSC) - top
3 call types identified for customer service, new repairs and existing
repairs. New account codes established to record reasons for calls.
• Staff "customer champions" recruited to promote good practice and
integrated "My Customer" training tools.
• New housing team leader appointed at CBC Customer Service
Centre - establishing good working relations with CBH
• Complaints/compliments/enquires process review - new process
adopted, workshops undertaken with all relevant staff showcasing
new process and staff responsibilities.

• Review of Customer Plan,
including STAR survey
outcomes
• Next Residents' Panel
meeting in November
• CSC working towards
Customer Service
Excellence Accreditation.
• Hold Customer Champion
workshop and deliver
embedding actions.
• Visit to Sevenoaks to review
approach to embedding "My
Customer" traning
• Service Improvement
Project plan to be
developed
• N.B. currently all satisfied
repairs calls recorded by the
CSC are excluded for Q1 based upon the overall
satisfaction levels and the
percentage of calls related
to repairs this is forecast to
have a positive effect on
overall satisfaction

Risks, issues and actions required:

• N.B. new KPI below is based on customer satisfaction on
completion of a service. Overall figure is made up of a weighted
average based on volume & key drivers of satisfaction. KPI to be
developed and a number of new areas to be added.
• Satisfaction with contractor repairs significantly lower than with CBH
repairs - low response rate to satisfaction collection by telephone,
the resources to carry out surveys to be increased (internal audit
recommendation)
• Satisfaction levels with the Housing Investment Programme have
been affected by the contract end with one contractor - challenging
target for remainder of 18/19
• Number of satisfaction returns from void properties has been lower
than in previous years - actions being considered to increase return
rate.

% customer satisfaction
Cumulative
Result

Target

93.8%

Adjusted
Status

95.0%

100%

98%

96%

94%

92%
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Quarter only

Q3

Cumulative

Q4

Target

Breakdown of satisfaction: internal repairs, contractor repairs, Housing Investment Programme, Empty properties and adaptations

Weighting

Internal Repairs Satisfied

96%

5
25

100%

40

HIP Satisfied

92%

Voids Satisfied

88%

Contractor Repairs Satisfied

84%

10
20

Adapts Satisfied

80%
2017/18 Yrend

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Housing Options and Homelessness
Highlights:

• April 2018 - homelessness legislation changed to Homelessness
Reduction Act, bringing a significant change to the way of working
and monitoring outcomes.
• In Q1 2548 people accessed the self help online portal, 482
appointments were made and we took 302 applications. By
comparison, during the whole of 2017/18 2488 people approached
the service for housing advice in person, an appointment was made
for 669 of them and we took 320 applications.
• Grant funding of £193K to reduce Rough Sleeping received following
bid with CBC.
• Communities in Practice started to support volunteer groups who
work with rough sleepers
• Housing Solutions Fund established, providing interest free loans to
applicants to prevent homelessness

Risks, issues and actions required:
• N.B. Unable to report against previously agreed KPI and target as
information is no longer being recorded in the same way:
Homelessness Preventions and Relieved statistics from partner
agencies can no longer be added to our own, as they had been
previously, and the criteria for prevention has now changed.
• The timeframes used to measure to prevention or relief of
homelessness under the new legislation (56 days for prevention and
a futher 56 days for relief) mean reliable statistics will not be
available for the first 9 months at least. For example, a case taken
on 3rd April may not reach the end of the prevention/relief stages
until 112 days later, i.e. 27th July
• Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government has
acknowledged that setting and monitoring performance will be
difficult for at least the first 6-9 months.
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Forward look:
• Homelessness Prevention
Charter launch in September
• Implement communications
plan with CBC to inform and
educate the public on rough
sleeping and begging, aiming
to reduce town centre antisocial behaviour
• Developing partnerships with
those who will have a duty to
refer those threatened with
homelessness from October
2018
• Lodgings scheme for
homeless single people
underway with Solo
• New Homefinder &
Landlords Incentive Scheme
to increase supply of private
rented homes
• Housing First approach
within shared house to be
established with Sanctuary
Housing Association
• Severe Weather Emergency
Provision (SWEP) for rough
sleepers being developed for
winter 2018/19

7

300
200
100

1

31

0
Q1

Q2

Q3

Number of new cases

Q4

2017/18
Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Number in B&B

Number of preventions
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Repairs and Maintenance
Highlights:

Forward look:

Repairs policy discussed at first Residents' Panel meeting
Appointment of new team leader role, following restructure
Clear focus established for the new repairs handbook
Completion of two storey flat fire risk assessment repairs is on
programme
• Discussions underway with new CBC Customer Service Centre
Manager on service improvement
• Helpline have also employed a new team and first meeting very
positive for the future

• Tender of fixed wire
electrical inspection
programme
• Using new system to reduce
manual timesheet
adjustment
• Progress Mears gas
interface ICT project
• Work on costing repairs for
buyback properties used for
temporary accommodation
• Fire door training for key
members of staff

•
•
•
•

Risks, issues and actions required:
• Recruitment of trade operative and electrical supervisor has been
challenging to attract candidates who will be a good fit with our
company values.

% repairs completed on time
(Reporting on in-house repairs only, not contractor jobs)
Cumulative
Result

98.1%

Target

Adjusted
Status

97.0%

100%

99%

98%

97%

96%
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Quarter only

Q3

Cumulative

Q4

Target

% on time by priority
99%
99%
98%

21 day priority

98%

3 day priority

97%

24 hour priority

97%
96%

2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Housing Asset Management
Highlights

Forward look

• Property Restructure in place from June. Two promotions within the
team to Team Leader roles.
• 1st Qtr capital delivery £2.2m, exceeding target set of £1.8m.
• Programme slippage and accruals from 2017/18 now completed
• Interviews for the Operational Support Unit Manager being held in
July.
• Tenders completed for kitchen replacements and digital TV.
• Harrison Court on target to complete by the end of July. Ground
Source Heat Pump completed.

• Procurement for heating
programme for 2018/19
• Procurement for Capital
programme 2019 – 2023
• 1st Batch of fire door
replacements being
surveyed (209 doors)
• Agreement of Sheltered 5year plan and 2018/19 start

Risks, issues and actions required
• Reduced time to complete 2018/19 capital programme due to
2017/18 slippage.
• Resources available to procure 2019+ works
• One contractor not performing. Currently off-site reviewing remaining
programme and preparing an action plan.
• No candidates for the Senior Building Surveyor role - entered 2nd
round of advertising.

% capital program elements completed on time
Cumulative
Result

11.0%

Target

Adjusted
Status

9.8%

100%
90%
80%

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Q1

Q2

Quarter only

Q3

Cumulative

Q4

Target

130

Number of
elements
expected
115

Q1

Number of
elements
completed
Q2

Q3

Q4
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Housing Management
Forward look:

Highlights:

• Achieved Trusted Landlord status with the Department for Work and
Pensions (DWP) for Universal Credit (UC) Landlord Portal.
• Community Safety team restructure to improve quality of life for
tenants
• Signed up to the Chartered Institute of Housing - Domestic Abuse
pledge
• Low level of evictions (3) for rent arrears in Q1 compared to previous
years as team focus on tenancy sustainment
• Making a difference days have provided good engagement from
residents and have promoted CBH in the community with positive
press coverage

• Full Universal Credit (UC)
Service commences 4/7/18
for Colchester.
• Initial data indicates around
40 tenants per month
transferring on to UC
highlighting the need to
continue proactive
communications
• Implementation for new
Community Safety team
structure.

Risks, issues and actions required:
• Still experiencing significant delays in the Courts processing court
cases and evictions for rent and antisocial behaviour - these issues
have been raised with the courts but are reflected in the nationwide
court system
• Introduction of the full UC service leading to tenants receiving direct
payment of housing costs
• Increase reports of drug related issues in the Town Centre and
Greenstead.

% rent collected from current tenants (of rent due)
Cumulative
Result

96.2%

Target

Adjusted
Status

96.0%

100%
99%
98%

97%
96%
95%

94%
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1
Quarter only

New ASB cases
2018/19

90

2017/18
2016/17

2015/16
50
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q3
Target

Q4

100%

110

70

Q2
Cumulative

% rent collected
2018/19

99%

98%

% rent collected
2017/18

97%

96%
95%

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Letting Homes
Highlights:

Forward look:

• Satisfaction levels from new tenants from the Empty Property
Survey is positive, with compliments for named staff members.
• The process for advertising properties on Gateway to Homechoice
has been revised for more effective letting

• Improvement plan for empty
property management
• Trial of paperless document
signing

Risks, issues and actions required:
• Delays in completion of works by contractors leading to delays in
new tenancy start dates. Being addressed through the Empty
Property Meeting.
• CBC buying back ex-local authoritity homes (16) impacts on
resources for empty property management and may impact
performance

Days to relet general needs properties (incl capital works)
Cumulative
Result

Target

26.6

Adjusted
Status
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Quarter only

Q3

Cumulative

Q4

Target
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25
Days before between receipt
of keys and tenancy end
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Empty property works

10

Days to re-let from
completion of work

5
0
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Q2
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Q4
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Corporate Facilities Management
Highlights:

Forward look:

• Tenders issued for
• Roman Wall repairs
• Natural History Museum repairs
• Ongoing condition surveys of Corporate Building Stock
• Future of Building Maintenance Programme (BMP) discussed at
CBC senior management meeting 24/07/18. CBC agreed in
principal to the evolution of the BMP into cyclical maintenance
programme including additional annual funding contribution and
greater flexibility regarding how the corporate repairs and
maintenance fund is managed by CBH.

• Tender for boiler replacement at
Leisure World due via dynamic
procurement system.
• Corporate cleaning contract
tender.
• Developing detail of cyclical
building maintenance
programme in conjunction with
CBC, in time for 19/20 budget
setting.

Risks, issues and actions required:
• Key member of design team leaves in July and despite two
recruitment campaigns a replacement has not been found.

% repairs to corporate properties completed on time
Reporting on in-house repairs only, not contractor jobs
Cumulative
Result

96.7%

Target

Adjusted
Status

75.0%

100%
95%
90%
85%

80%
75%
70%
Q1

Q2
Quarter only

Q3
Cumulative

Q4
Target

100%
95%

7 day priority

90%

17 day priority

85%

28 day priority

80%

75%
70%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Compliance
Forward look:

Highlights:

• GDPR • new Data Protection Co-ordinator appointed.
• completed and published majority of privacy notices & amended
forms
• all-staff GDPR e-learning exercise completed
• Successful ISO 9001, 14001 & OHSAS18001 audits.
• New driving and fire policies approved
• Insurance – robust process is now in place, annual renewal date is 1
August
• IR 35 (tax treatment of contractors/consultants vs employees) - currently
compliant, training undertaken with managers
• Gas contract continues to perform well against targets. Discussions with
contractor re planned MOT approach to gas servicing.

• Data Protection Coordinator to set out action
plan with target dates,
including compiling
registers of information
assets and of processing
activities.
• Further work on identifying
which contractors will need
to be notified of GDPRspecific requirements
• Further work on data
sharing agreements
• Continuing to work on the
system interface between
Capita/MCM.

Risks, issues and actions required:

• Data Protection Officer (DPO) estimates CBH 30-40% compliant with
regard to GDPR. Information Asset Register and Register of Processing
Activities need to be completed to allow DPIAs, privacy notices, data
sharing agreements and contract clauses to be established.
• Building a Safer Future Independent Review of building regulations and
fire safety: final report published, which highlights possible amendments
to fire and building legislation
• Gaps in staff Construction Skills Certificate Scheme (CSCS) compliance
being addressed. CSCS cards now uploaded to the Assure system.
• Issues with current lone working devices - exploring options

% of properties with a valid Landlord Gas Safety Certificate
Cumulative
Result
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Status
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Item 15.

CBH Strategic Plan assurance report
Q1 2018/19
Customer plan
Top 25% ALMO for satisfaction by 2022
Value for Money, Technology & Investment plan
Lowest 25% cost per property in the East by 2022
People plan
Times top 100 not-for-profit employer by 2022
Business development plan
£1.6m from trading income by 2022 (subject to annual review)
Leadership plan
Leadership that inspires trust and confidence in CBH by 2022
Community plan
A community enabling leader for Colchester by 2022

Key

On target

Pdfs - August 2018

Currently below target but
expected to achieve
target

Unlikely to achieve target
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Customer plan
Top 25% ALMO for satisfaction by 2022
Highlights
 STAR survey 2018 – overall satisfaction broadly in line with 2016 results
 All staff have attended “My Customer” training provided by Mary Gober
International (MGI) and all managers have attended Embedding and
Sustaining workshops
 Customer Champions across the company have begun embedding work
in teams (e.g. jargon-busting, quizzes, customer scripts, interview
questions, appraisals and 121s, review of customer letter templates)
 Complaints/Compliments/Enquires process review – new process
developed and implemented 1 August 2018, workshops undertaken with
all relevant staff to walk through new process, timescales and their
responsibilities
 Resident Engagement Impact Assessments are now being completed by
Older Persons and Housing Management.
 Impact assessment training delivered to Older Persons Team
Risks, issues & support required
 STAR survey results show drop in satisfaction with repairs & quality of
home
 Risk of loss of momentum on embedding customer service approach –
ensure regular & consistent company-wide messages and consistent
approach to 1-2-1s & appraisals are developed & maintained
 Need to ensure new staff are trained to same level in customer service
approach.

Forward look
 Detailed planning
from STAR survey
results
 Looking at ways of
gathering more
regular satisfaction
feedback
 Considering
customer insight
capacity & skills
within CBH
 Customer training for
new members of
staff
 Residents’ Panel to
look at Customer
Plan/STAR survey in
September
 Further development
of Customer
Champions role –
champions to identify
top 5 customer
queries in their area
 Develop service
improvement
approach driven by
customer insight
 Resident
Engagement Impact
Assessment training
for other areas of the
business.
2018/19
2022
Latest
target
target
93.7
95.0
98
65
66
71
TBC
13
26
60

Progress measure
% overall satisfaction
% satisfaction that we listen to & act on views of customers
% customers accessing services digitally
Completed resident engagement impact assessments

PDFs

2
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Value for Money, Technology & Investment plan
Lowest 25% cost per property in the East by 2022
Highlights
 Value for Money champions identified for each area
 First meeting held with champions to present the plan and advise of their
responsibilities
 New template developed for champions to use to capture VfM savings
and efficiencies
 Savings on Sheltered refurbishment projects (Enoch/Worsnop contracts)
have allowed significantly more spending on planned adaptations by
CBC for this year
 PV panel project – income received by CBC was £115k for 2017-18,
increasing the overall income to date to £557k
 SMT building on Working Smarter training to develop a methodology to
conduct process reviews across all service areas
 Working Smarter Project – pay back on this project is just under 4 years
from office rent savings
 Transfer of Housing Systems Team to CBH – more control of key projects
in support of strategic aims and process reviews currently being
undertaken
 Asset Management – CBH surveyors intense scrutiny of works
issued/handed over on capital projects resulting in significant savings on
these projects
 Older Person Services – visiting schedule redesigned and implemented
resulting in overall reduction in mileage by the team
 Financial Inclusion Team – recognised value of investing in this resource
 Helpline trained to enter out of hours repairs directly in Capita system
rather than send paper report to Repairs Team who would then enter onto
system.
Risks, issues & support required
 Website contract ending March 2019 – discussions with CBC underway
with a plan for them to build the new website in Microsoft Dynamics
similar to CBC's own website
 Replacement of the Housing Management System
 £s reinvested – 2018-19 savings targets will need to be met before
any bids can be submitted to the VfM panel for reinvestment

Progress measure
Cost per unit (repairs & housing management combined)
% staff who feel their productivity has improved with technology
£ reinvested

PDFs

3

Forward look
 Quarterly meetings
with VfM champions
 Building VfM into
appraisals/1-1s and
team meetings
 Establish VfM
investment panel
 Develop robust
process to capture
savings, ensuring
sufficient evidence
and challenge
 Looking at options
for garage rent
incentives
 Retendering of
corporate PPM &
cleaning contracts
 Timesheet analysis
to establish margins
on trading projects
and the ability to
resource projects
appropriately
 SharePoint Project –
completion of the
migration to
SharePoint will
generate further
efficiencies building
on the Working
Smarter/Agile
Working Project

Latest

2018/19
target

£879

£1022

38.56%
0

40%
0

2022
target
Top
Quartile
75%
TBC
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People plan

Times top 100 not-for-profit employer by 2022
Highlights
 New staff forum representatives recruited- 100% representation across
teams.
 Delivered an increasing number of Wellbeing initiatives which are
especially targeted at tackling mental health issues including meditation
training, yoga, reflexology, book club and running club. Over the past 12
months 563 days were lost due to mental health related illnesses.
 Sickness levels are currently within target at an average of 7.85 days per
person per year (Target is 8 days)
 14 members of staff within Housing Options have chosen to take up
'supervisions' with an external counsellor in the last quarter.
 Investors in People (IiP) discovery meeting with assessor has been held
and the staff survey has been sent out. A self-assessment information
gathering session with SMT/DMT has also been held.
 18 new starters have been appointed to roles within CBH, induction day
has been held and positive feedback received on this process
 Travel plan survey has been sent out to staff.
 Property Services restructure has been completed and the new structure
is now in place.
 Consultation has now closed for the Community Safety team restructure.
 TUPE of staff from CBC Housing Systems and CBC Horticultural Officer
successfully completed.
 HR Business Partners now in place.
 Business Partner (Equality and Safeguarding) has been appointed and
will start end September.
 The following training has been held in Q1- Section 21 notices, Building
Resilience, Fire Extinguisher, Ladders and Steps, Towers and Manual
Handling. 90 Employees attended these training courses.
 Two employees within Property Services have passed the first year of
their undergraduate degrees.
 70% Employees have had their annual appraisals this quarter.
Risks, issues & support required
 Limited progress against Social Housing Equality Framework action plan,
although milestones have been met including publication of equality and
diversity data
 Difficulty recruiting to a number of posts across the organisation – looking
at options, e.g. new graduates. Revisit approach to marketing.
Progress measure
% of staff who feel empowered to make decisions and have
ownership of their work
% of staff who are supported by their manager to do the job to the
best of their ability
% of employees who would recommend CBH as an employer

PDFs

4

Forward look
 IiP assessment
booked for
September
 New wellbeing policy
is in place
 Total reward
statements will be
sent out to staff in
September/ October
 Two new apprentices
start in September,
totalling four within
the organisation
 E-Learning platform
to go live in October
 Graduate training
programme for one
trainee to commence
Autumn 2018
 This year's staff
conference has a
People Plan theme
 HR Business
Partners to look in
detail at each service
area’s staff survey
action plans
 Rising Stars
programme being
developed for 2019
for future managers

Latest

2018/19
target

2022
target

74%

75%

78%

75%

76%

79%

75%

76%

79%
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Business development plan
£1.6m from trading income by 2022 (subject to annual review)
Highlights
 Mercury Rising project fee increased from £76 to 156K for next 2 years
 Tenders issued and received for
 Mercury Rising main project
 Mercury Rising demolition works
 Mercury Rising archaeological works
 Roman Wall repairs
 Natural History Museum repairs
 Projects completed this period:
 Mile End Sports Pavilion extension
 Charter Hall refurbishment
 Garrison Gym (Abbeyfields Centre) refurbishment
 Project Colchester has reached a point where we await a strategic
decision from our partner. We have developed a joint business plan and
identified a representative sample of our partner’s stock to take forward
proposals for a pilot scheme
 Homelessness Flexible Support Grant is £529k for 18/19 to support
homelessness prevention initiatives
 Rough Sleepers Initiative support grant of £192k secured for 2018/19

Forward look
 Supporting CBC with
funding bid for
additional Housing
Revenue Account
borrowing headroom
 Significant value
engineering exercise
expected to be
needed for Mercury
Rising project.
 Agree approach to
delivering ICT
solution for Project
Colchester
 Supporting Council
with funding bid for
rough sleeping grant
 Tender for boiler
replacement at
Leisure World due
Risks, issues & support required
via dynamic
 Decision on European Regional Development (ERDF) funding for Mercury
procurement system.
Rising project
 Tender package &
 BOP to agree use of financial resources to support business development
Planning Application
 Colchester Amphora Trading has appointed private consultants to deliver
for new Castle Park
St Runwald St, Creffield Rd and Military Rd projects up to RIBA Stage 3.
WC facilities to
It was thought that CFM would be delivering at least some of this work.
complete.
This currently leaves a shortfall in predicted income for 2018/19.
 Currently working on
 Ongoing uncertainty around strategic intent of Project Colchester partner
commission for
Willowbrook School
and will commence
project in October
half term for Roach
Vale Primary School

2018/19
2022
Progress measure
Latest
target
target
£ net additional revenue per annum (net of direct costs)
£40k
£347k
£1.6m
£ net profit per annum after overhead
TBC
£(8k)
£235k
% of total company income that is non-Council management fee
0.93%
2.40%
2.97%

PDFs

5
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Leadership plan
Leadership that inspires trust and confidence in CBH by 2022
Highlights
 New Resident Panel has been formed and has met twice
 Resident Board Member recruitment is underway
 Agreement to conduct a Board effectiveness review in Autumn 2018
 Majority of Board Member appraisals completed
 Agreed approach to 2018 company AGM meeting
 Introduction to Mentoring training has taken place for managers, with a
view to some managers progressing onto the ILM Level 5 in Coaching
and Mentoring
 Stress Management Awareness training has taken place for managers to
help them identify signs of stress in their staff

Forward look
 Select provider for
Board effectiveness
review and provider
to attend September
board and agree
away day brief with
Chair
 Additional questions
on staff survey about
SMT to measure
staff confidence in
management.
Risks, issues & support required

Agree approach to
 Success of Board effectiveness review process will be key in setting a
delivering board 360
development path for the board to support the implementation of the new
degree appraisal
Strategic Plan

Skills gap analysis &
 New Chair recruitment process to be agreed following Board effectiveness
training plan for
review
board members
 Need to ensure the successful establishment of the new Resident Panel
 Social Housing Green Paper signals changes in regulation of the housing  Induction for new
Board member
sector which will have governance implications for the Company
 Implementing
feedback from Staff
Forum on
management charter
 Tackling bullying in
the workplace
training for managers
to take place in
September
 Recruitment and
Selection training to
take place in
September
2018/19
2022
Progress measure
Latest
target
target
% staff confident in the Directors Management Team leadership
71.5
75
Stakeholder confidence in CBH’s leadership
TBC
Board skills required vs current Board Skills Matrix (1-4)
3.4
3.5

PDFs

6
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Community plan
A community enabling leader for Colchester by 2022
Highlights
 Agreed Homelessness Prevention Charter with CBC for community
organisations and members to pledge to work together to prevent
homelessness.
 Rough sleeping - first communities in practice meeting in April led by
Rough Sleeper Coordinator – 30 attendees from local support agencies
 Working with St Helena Hospice on project to research and support those
in final year of life. Developing choices around end of life care at home
and addressing equality of access to hospice service.
 Developing befriending to reduce isolation and loneliness with Age
Concern Colchester
 Age UK – extending support services through sheltered housing “hub”
(included employment opportunities for local people)
 Community 360 – encouraging tenants to volunteer
 CAB/Credit Union – funding agreed for money advice/awareness in
communities
 Vocational insight day for injured service personnel held at CBH
 Community360 volunteers now included in CBH induction process
 Developing partner engagement
 Data with University of Essex to identify priority locations to benefit from
more localised services (Antisocial behaviour, domestic abuse,
deprivation)
 Started measuring social impact data based on Housing Association
Charitable Trust (HACT) methodology
Risks, issues & support required
 Board Member profiles to cross-reference local networks
 Social value KPI – pending input from HACT (Housing Association
Charitable Trust) in September

Progress measure

Latest

The value of our social impact on communities
Staff survey question on CBH’s impact in the community

PDFs

8.0

7

Forward look
 Community plan
meetings scheduled
with partners to
exchange and
develop services
 Identify
homelessness
champion within
each partner
organisation
 Small grants
programme for
community
organisations (total
fund £20K) to
support rough
sleepers into
accommodation
 Range of rough
sleeper and
community safety
projects as part of
Town Centre
improvement plan
 Essex PhD student
working on asset
mapping & “hot
spotting” to direct
resource
 Training for
volunteers to support
homeless people
 Dementia Friendly
Colchester – CBH is
core partner
 Considering
Neighbourhood
working – with
ECC/Health
 Reviewed grant
payments to
organisations
2018/19
2022
target
target
8.1

8.5
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

12 September 2018

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Room 1, Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

16

SUBJECT:

Rough Sleeper Co-ordinator project update

REPORT BY:

Tracey Brushett Housing Options Manager
 (01206) 508097
 tracey.brushett@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To update the Board on the progress and work of the Rough Sleeper Coordinator Andrew Grimwade, who works within CBH’s Housing Options team

1.2

This report is for information and provides the Board opportunity to meet with
the Rough Sleeper Co-ordinator to ask any further questions relating to his
role at the Board meeting

2.

Background & Content

2.1

In December 2016 we supported Colchester Borough Council (CBC) and
Tendring District Council (TDC) to submit a bid for MHCLG Rough Sleeper
Funding and were awarded £239,375 to spend over a two-year period, to
reduce rough sleeping. CBC are the lead authority for the funding bid.

2.2

The funding has provided CBC and TDC the opportunity to take a better coordinated approach to preventing homelessness and rough sleeping in each
area and develop a more unified early intervention service.

2.3

Two co-ordinators were appointed in October 2017, one predominately to
work in each local authority area, whilst working in support of each other to
share information and develop local initiatives and partnerships.

2.4

As part of the bid process a meeting was held with the voluntary sector to
guide the work of the co-ordinators and provide the priorities for tackling rough
sleeping in both local authority areas.
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2.5

These priorities include:




Working with voluntary sector partners to target those rough sleepers
that are new to the street or at risk of rough sleeping before they
become entrenched by using a ‘no second night out approach’.
Promoting a ‘Housing First model’ where accommodation with support
is key – ensuring support is provided around the rough sleeper when
they are accommodated.
Working across both local authority areas to share and develop good
practice.

3.

Projects for Colchester

3.1

In Colchester we reviewed the information provided by local charities and
volunteer outreach services, together with statistics gathered at the annual
rough sleeper counts. The following priorities were agreed:

3.2



3.3



3.4



3.5



3.6



3.7



Co-ordinating an early response outreach service to reports of rough
sleepers received through the national Street link1 helpline.
Chairing the Colchester Homelessness Agencies Service User Panel
(CHASUP) group, including reviewing the terms of reference for the
group. The CHASUP group meets monthly, bringing together those
who have an involvement with rough sleepers, or those at risk of rough
sleeping, to agree and co-ordinate interventions. All partners and
agencies are aware of the need for CHASUP and are enthusiastic
regarding its objectives.
Setting up surgeries at Beacon House2 day centre and the Colchester
Night shelter3 to work alongside their drop-in service to identify rough
sleepers and assess their needs. The purpose of the surgeries is to
provide an early response to addressing rough sleeping as well as
working alongside existing rough sleepers.
Working with the Colchester Rough Sleepers Group4 (set up by
volunteers to look at ideas for supporting the homeless in Colchester)
to introduce a more co-ordinated approach to ensure that work is not
duplicated across services and timely intervention is achieved.
The Group instigated the Rough Sleepers Bus and the Rough Sleeper
Co-ordinator has offered intelligence regarding risk assessments and
support plans. The Group are aware of the concerns regarding lack of
support and providing a gathering point for rough sleepers with no
support planning in place or move on.
Setting up regular meetings with the outreach workers who support
clients at Beacon House and Open Road5 (a drug and alcohol support
charity), to identify clients who may be at risk of homelessness or who
are currently homeless. This provides an opportunity to co-ordinate
support via outreach through to CHASUP and Colchester’s joint referral

Street link - https://www.streetlink.org.uk
Beacon House - www.beaconhouseministries.org.uk
3
Colchester Night Shelter – www.colchesternightshelter.org.uk
4
Colchester rough sleepers group - https://colchesterroughsleepersgroup.wordpress.com
5
Open Road – www.openroad.org.uk
1
2
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3.8



3.9



3.10



panel (JRP) which provides assessment and access to supported
accommodation, providing a joined up approach to addressing need.
Developing a matrix and referral form for the voluntary sector services
to use. The Matrix identifies people who are at risk of rough sleeping
and provides a red, amber, green (RAG) rated pathway so progress
can be tracked and monitored more consistently and outcomes
measured.
Working with Colchester Borough Council’s zone wardens to give them
a better understanding of who is rough sleeping and/or street begging,
and how to approach them.
Setting up regular meetings with the Rough Sleeper Co-ordinator in
Tendring district Council to support and share good practice including
setting up of a CHASUP type group in Clacton.

3.11 In June 2018, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government
(MHCLG) invited Colchester Borough Council to submit a further bid for
additional funding to meet a set criteria.
3.12 CBH supported this bid through the intelligence gathered and work developed
by Andrew Grimwade. The bid was successful and we received an additional
£192K for further project which should include:
 Two Outreach Workers providing an assertive approach directly to
rough sleepers to help them into accommodation
 A Housing First Pilot, which is under development with Sanctuary
Housing Association
 A Severe Weather Emergency Project (SWEP) co-ordinator to prepare
emergency accommodation provision and arrange relevant support
 Additional Beds at the Colchester Night shelter
4.

Risk Management

4.1

This project provides an opportunity to reduce the risk to CBH’s reputation by
promoting the positive impact the project has on Colchester’s town centre.

4.2

The project has a risk assessment to cover the risks that emerge from
working directly with rough sleepers, which include the health and safety of
staff and training for staff and volunteers.

5.

HR Implications

5.1

Andrew Grimwade is employed on a full time fixed term employment contract
for the term of the contract.

5.2

Recruitment is underway for two part time outreach workers, employed by
CBH on a fixed term contract.

6.

Legal Implications

6.1

Staff working with rough sleepers will be trained and have a general
understanding of Homeless legislation.
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7.

Financial Implications

7.1

Funding for the project is provided through grant payment from the MHCLG
directly to Colchester Borough Council, with funding drawn down by CBH
following approved expenditure.

8.

Value for Money

8.1

Providing a planned approach to support those vulnerable people who sleep
rough, reduces the risk of the requirement for more expensive and less
suitable temporary accommodation such as Bed and Breakfast.

9.

Health & Safety Implications

9.1

The health and safety of staff has been considered, training and supervision is
provided along with mobile technology to track location and respond to any
alerts.

10.

Equality & Diversity Implications

10.1 Those who sleep rough are disadvantaged and less able to access services.
This project aims to enable support to find and maintain accommodation with
on-going support from volunteers and peer mentors
11.

Attachments

11.1 Attachment 1: Article from Colchester Gazette on Rough Sleeping – 7 August.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

12 September 2018

TIME:

5.30 pm

VENUE:

Rowan House

AGENDA ITEM:

17

SUBJECT:

Finance Assurance Report

REPORT BY:

Brian Richardson, Interim Director of Resources
 07957 371581
 brian.richardson@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide the Board with a high-level statement of the financial position at 31 July
2018.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board:

3.

 Notes the financial position as at 31 July 2018.
.
Background

3.1

The Management Fee Budgets are managed using a risk-based approach with a
high level of monitoring on the key risk budgets. These include salaries, premises,
SLAs and new services taken on from the Council. The salaries budget represents
over 70% of the controllable budgets and a detailed model is used to monitor this.

3.2

The Finance & Audit (F&A) Committee monitors the progress against the budgets
in detail at their meetings during the year to ensure these are effectively monitored.

4.

Review of Financial Position as at 31 July 2018

4.1

Set out below is the actual outturn on the operating budget as at the 31 July 2018.
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Current
Budget
2018-19

Profiled
budget to
31 Jul 18

Actuals to
31 Jul.18

Forecast
outturn to
31 Mar 18

(£000)

(£000)

(£000)

(£000)

Management Fee - Income

9,209

3,095

3,095

9,209

Management Fee - Expenditure

9,209

2,999

3,099

9,339

-4

130

Management Fee

Management Fee – net position
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Other Budgets
Capital (CBC and CBH)

8,230

3,431

3,505

8,230

Revenue (CBC)

1,577

648

578

1,577

Delegated Budgets

2,281

329

171

2,281

The key reasons for variances are as follows:
Management Fee
4.2





Budget transfer from CBC for Housing Systems and Horticultural Officer – still
awaited
Recharge to CBC for additional posts supported through grant funding – to be
undertaken
Higher volume of Repairs requested at this moment in time.

The Housing Systems team and Horticultural Officer transferred to CBH on 1 June
2018. An increase in management fee has been agreed to cover this however the
adjustment will be paid at the same time as SLA fee which will be in October 2018.
Newly appointed officers have been engaged in the Housing Options team. These
posts will be supported by various grant funding sources and will be recharged half
yearly as requested by CBC.
Property Services repairs commitment is exceeding the profile at this moment in time.
This is being carefully monitored and it is expected that this will level out prior to the
winter months where repairs demand will increase.
Within the management fee expenditure there is the known shortfall in funding on the
general fund which is forecast to be £130k for the Corporate Facilities, Technical and
Engineering teams, this is to be supported through trading activity surpluses.
.
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Capital – all capital works
4.3

The approved capital budget increased significantly as a result of agreed carry
forwards. The agreed carry forwards were expended by the end of the first quarter, as
agreed with CBC. The committed expenditure on the overall capital budget is in line
with profile at this moment in time. All programmes of work are being carefully managed
to ensure they remain on target.
Revenue CBC Contracts

4.4

The approved revenue budget increased by £74.9k as a result of a virement from the
CBH Service contract budget to the CBC Service contract budget. The revenue CBC
void contract is under profile by £70k. This is due to lower spend on voids at this
moment in time.
Delegated Budgets

4.5

This significant variance is due to recharges and invoices from CBC not having been
received at the end of Qtr 1. Examples of these recharges are cleaning and grounds.
A significant amount of recharges are undertaken at year end by CBC.
Approved Carry forwards and Reserve Drawdowns

4.6

The 2017-18 approved carry forwards paperwork has been drawn up and is awaiting
authorisation.

5.

Risk Management

5.1

A strong financial control framework is essential for the successful delivery of the
annual budget. Monthly review of all expenditure items takes place and income
invoiced and collected in a timely manner. Any material items that may result in a
significant deviation away from target will be reported to Finance and Audit
Committee accordingly.

6.

Financial Implications

6.1

These are incorporated in the body of the report.

7.

Value for Money Implications

7.1

Successful delivery on performance targets for the year within these financial
constraints will meet the requirements of the Value for Money Strategy.

8.

HR, Health & Safety and Equality & Diversity Implications

8.1

None.

9.

Residents at the Heart

9.1

Residents are indirectly involved in budgetary control as they review our
performance on a regular basis. Our performance on standards is underpinned by
our expenditure.
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Minutes of the Finance & Audit Committee Meeting
Held at 5pm on Thursday 7 June 2018
In Room 1, Rowan House
Present:
Glenn Houchell
Julie Parker
Cllr Nigel Chapman
Geoff Foster
Cllr Cyril Liddy

In Attendance:
(Chair)

Michael Campbell
Michael Hadjimichael (MH)
Sharon Stephens (SS)
Sarah J Johnson (SJJ)
David Gullen (DG)
Tim O’Connor (TOC)
Luke Morris (LM)
Vanessa Bateman (VB)
Alan Woodhead (AW)
Owen Howell (OH)

(Guest Board Member)

(Scrutton Bland)
(Scrutton Bland)
(Mazars)
(Mazars)
(Minutes)

1.

Apologies for absence

1.1

It was confirmed that the meeting was quorate, with full attendance. Introductions
were given, including Luke Morris, who is set to succeed Tim O’Connor as lead
external audit partner from Scrutton Bland for CBH.

2.

Minutes of the meeting held 8 March 2018 and Matters Arising

2.1

The minutes were accepted as correct and ready to be signed by the Chair,
subject to the following amendment:
 4.1, point 4: Delete ‘and preparing audit responses/acting to meet
recommendations relating to this’.
The confidential minutes were accepted as correct and to be signed by the Chair.

2.2

Action List points:
 2.1 Accounting Policy – TOC explained that CBH accounting had been
compared with the standard income accounting policy (focussing on
accounting of new income). External Audit confirm the accounting policy is
appropriate and that it has been ensured that contract income from additional
trading matches the accounting policy. Action: OH to circulate this.
 2.1 Adoption of CBC policies – MH and OH explained that this had not been
possible, with priorities such as GDPR compliance taking precedence.
Committee agreed to amend the due date. Action: OH to amend date.

3.

Head of Internal Audit Opinion

3.1

VB introduced the report and summarised its purpose. She confirmed that there
had been no restrictions on the work done by Internal Audit during 2017/18. All
audits finalised by the time of this report had resulted in full or substantial
assurance being recorded and it was Internal Audit’s verdict that CBH had
fundamentally sound systems in both financial and non-financial system areas.

3.2

There has been an improvement in ratings of financial systems, due to the
previous awarding of ‘limited assurance’ for payroll, now rising to a ‘substantial
assurance’ rating in 2017/18.
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3.3

Two Audits have been deferred to 2018/19, to meet operational needs within
those areas. This has resulted in not completing 100% of audits scheduled for
the year, but all other KPIs have been met and exceeded. There was a late
submission of responses to one audit report which covered both CBC and CBH.

4.

Internal Audit Progress and Follow-up reports

4.1

4.2

Questions and points covered:
Now working on the 2018/19 Internal Audit Plan
Committee questioned whether checks were made on new suppliers to
ensure they are genuine. AW confirmed that contacts is made by CBC to see
records and supplier details and data to ensure the company is a legitimate
business.
 Regarding point 2 on pg. 36, AW was asked whether Committee as a whole
should take the lead on Risk issues, rather than having just a single Risk
Champion. Chair explained the background of the Risk Champion role and
that, time permitting, he was happy for this to be discussed as an AOB item at
the end of this meeting.
 An update was asked for on progress of Board’s 360 reviews. OH explained
that this process had been suspended, due to a range of concerns being
raised by different Members. OH will discuss this with the Chair of the Board
to ascertain how she wishes to proceed with these. This may result in a
redesign and restarting of the process.
 Regarding point 3 on pg. 34, AW was asked where the 10% variance check
had originated and what it was intended to capture and to not capture. AW
clarified that this was designed to detect significant variances/changes in
thresholds or where officer salaries are set significantly above thresholds.
This deals with individual salaries, rather than the overall aggregate salary
levels.



Follow-Up Report
 No recommendations past their due dates.
 Two recommendations have been given revised due dates.

4.3

Concern was raised by Committee that too much leniency was being given to the
revision of due dates and that delays might be being encountered within the
process of getting manager sign-offs for actions, with not enough time being
allowed for this to be accomplished. Where managers are taking significant
amounts of time to sign off actions, this should be specifically factored into the
due dates, with this being a potential driver for speeding up the process where it
is highlighted that managers may be taking unreasonable lengths of time to give
their sign off.

4.4

Another potential reason for extended due dates discussed was the possibility
that not enough consideration is given to external delaying factors which may
hold up the process of agreeing recommendations and actions. MH confirmed
that efforts had been made to tighten up on the time taken for the sign-off
process to be completed. A recommendation from one audit in 2014/15
(responsive repairs) continued to be rolled over/revised due to wider system
implications within CBC and beyond the control of CBH. Any deadline extensions
now require approval from the Director of Resources.
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4.5

Committee noted that joint audits with CBC also necessitate a reasonable
approach to deadlines by the Council. AW confirmed that MH is briefed by CBC
on their elements of combined audit areas at the monthly meetings held with
CBC colleagues. At these meetings he has also been raising points of concern
raised by F&A Committee and has sought assurance on CBC actions (e.g.
concerns raised following the last audit of payroll)

4.6

In answer to questions, AW explained that the asterisks on pg. 42 indicated audit
areas where the previous assurance level had been ‘limited assurance’, showing
a positive direction of travel when comparing these to the most recent assurance
levels in these areas.

4.7

Decision: The Internal Audit reports were noted.

5.

Annual Governance Statement

5.1

MH introduced the Statement and its purpose and content. He also highlighted
that there were no significant governance issues highlighted going forward.

5.2

MH apologised that some of the language relating to the Medium Term Delivery
Plan (MTDP) and Strategic Plan contained ambiguities and would be improved,
following feedback from Committee.

5.3

Points raised by Committee:
 Pg. 49 mentions Operations Committee and the quarterly assurance reports
on MTDP KPIs. Chair confirmed that the wording of this was under
consideration to make it clear that this relates to the 2017/18 financial year
and that the committee structure had now changed. TOC confirmed that the
Statement is reporting on the governance structures in place over the year in
question, but should also flag up significant post year-end changes.
 An update on annual management assurance statements was requested. MH
explained that operational reviews are considered at each quarterly
operational meeting where assurance must be given that all actions are
completed.
 The Annual Governance Statement focuses to a great extent on Internal
Audit reports/issues and may need to include wider governance issues which
fall outside the individual audits carried out by Internal Audit. Committee
discussed how this might be done. MH agreed that he would consider a way
to add content to cover more from wider governance issues and challenges.
 The need to clarify the situation regarding dissolution of Operations
Committee and the forming of the Resident Panel was confirmed. VB
suggested that content covering these changes (and the reasons for them)
could be added to the ‘Review of Effectiveness’ section of the Statement.

5.4

Committee agreed that the changes to the Statement needed to be made before
it could be approved. TOC confirmed that the Statement did not necessarily need
to be approved alongside the Financial Statements. Committee discussed how
best to approve the amended text.

5.5

Decision: Committee asked that the Chair to receive and sign off on the
amended Statement in order to allow for its inclusion with the Financial
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Statements and go to Board for approval on 20 June. If Members wished to
make further amendments, these could then be put directly to Board for
agreement at that meeting.
6.

CBH Financial Outturn 2017/18

6.1

SS and SJJ summarized the decisions required and highlights of the report.

6.2

An explanation was given for the deficit recorded of £26,011 (with surpluses
relating to Property Services and Trading Services offset by a deficit of £196,980
relating to the Management Fee). SJJ explained that the overall deficit came
after absorbing the costs of a number of projects during the year, including the
Working Smarter and SharePoint Projects, and the surplus in repairs returned to
CBC. The operating surplus before these adjustments is shown in the second
table of point 3.1 (£297,989) This surplus was produced by carrying a vacancy
factor and through efficiency savings.

6.3

SJJ informed Committee that, starting in 2018/19, future trading reports
(Appendix B) would be reformatted to reflect feedback and requests from
Committee members. This would include notification of the percentage of income
generated from non-CBC trading (for the purpose of comparing this to the Teckal
limit on external trading.

6.4

Regarding the debts owed to CBH and over 30 days outstanding (Appendix D), it
was explained that the majority of the £1,336.78 outstanding as of 30 April
involves two invoices which are being paid off in instalments and therefore are
taking more than 30 days to recover.

6.5

Regarding the Transfer Incentive Scheme (Appendix F (Delegated Budgets),
Point 3), Committee questioned whether there was sufficient money in the
current budget to cover its cost. SJJ assured Committee that there was sufficient
funding and that there had been an underspend on this item in 2017/18. ‘Easy
win’ transfers had been carried out in earlier years, with fewer transfers occurring
in 2017/18 owing to a low number of voids in the year, with properties which do
become available often allocated to those in need of temporary
accommodations. The scheme is expected to be redesigned in 2018/19.

6.6

Welfare Reform (Appendix F, Point 7): Committee questioned whether CBH has
allocated sufficient resources to successfully adjust to the rollout of Universal
Credit, expected this year. SJJ explained that the budget identified here was
what has been used to prepare for welfare reform. A number of grants have been
gained to assist with welfare reform, including money to assist with compliance
with a range of welfare reforms outside of Universal Credit.

6.7

SJJ explained that the £16k surplus against the Private Sector Leasing Scheme
(Appendix F, Point 10) was retained and not listed as a carry forward as this is a
CBC delegated budget and unspent surpluses on such items are often reclaimed
and spent for other purposes. Retaining it would leave it available to go towards
potential repairs which may be necessary on properties within the scheme in
future years.
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6.8

Committee voiced concerns regarding the requests for use of reserves
(Appendix G), excepting the carry forward requests, in light of Board
conversations on setting a minimum reserve level and risk appetite. Committee
suggested that they should approve all decisions required, except for 1.6, where
they could approve the carry forward request relating to spending from reserves,
but defer making a decision on all other requests for reserve spending until after
the full Board had considered and decided upon minimum reserve level and on
targets for value-for-money savings and business development. MH explained
that these requests earmark reserves for roles/items strongly recommended by
DMT. It was expected that savings such as vacancy factors should allow these to
be funded without drawing on reserves, but that the requests for earmarking
these funds from reserves were to ensure that, should this not happen, the posts
would not be endangered. MH agreed that it was important to avoid giving the
perception that reserves were being used to cover operational deficits (especially
important in regard to the perception of us by potential clients).

6.9

Chair gave a summary of the background to the concerns being raised at 6.8,
and of what was discussed at the recent Board briefing on Business
Development and VFM target setting. Assurance was given that the proposed
deferral of a decision would not cause undue difficulty for the business.
Committee agreed that it would be appropriate to delay making specific decisions
regarding reserves use until the Board had considered the wider use and level of
reserves (due to occur on 20 June 2018).

6.10

Committee asked, regarding the Major Projects Direct Expenses line on the
Trading Analysis (Appendix B), who pays the excess should these costs come in
over-budget. SS explained that CBH was potentially at risk should that occur and
that expected fees should be built into any fee proposal.

6.11

Decision: Committee approved decisions 1.1 – 1.5 and to approve the request
for funding of carry forwards from reserves, but to defer making a decision on the
other requests for allocating reserves as detailed in 1.6 until after Board had
discussed and agreed an approach to use reserves and to set a minimum level
of reserves.

7.

CBH Financial Statements

7.1

TOC elucidated the purpose of each section of the External Audit report to
Board, and of the Financial Statements. This included an explanation of the
effects on the Statements arising from the pension scheme liability and the
reduction of this in size since 2016/17 (from £10,100,000 to £8,368,000).
Pension Scheme liability
 The Actuary has assumed an ongoing increase in the cost of the pension
scheme and payroll cost, but these projected increases have been reduced,
leading to a reduction in the liability, mitigating the continued fall in the
Discount Rate.
 Pension scheme assets had performed well during the year.
 Committee were reminded that the figures from the Actuary were provided
whilst the audit was underway and so could not be included within the
numbers being audited.
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7.5

TOC drew Committee’s attention to the External Audit explanation of the pension
liability and their view that the financial statements should continue to be
prepared on the going concern basis, provided that the directors are of the view
that increased pension contributions in future years will be met by the funding
received each year from Colchester Borough Council.

7.6

TOC explained the slight discrepancy relating to part-time staff rates of pay (pg.
76). This was not a material issue in regard to the Financial Statements but
investigations are being carried out within CBH to confirm and correct the
discrepancy. TOC and MH confirmed that this involved two part-time officers, but
would not constitute a material issue even if this were to be found to apply to all
part-time officers. The discrepancy involves a potential small overpayment to the
staff concerned. CBH awaits information from Payroll and will carry out any
necessary rectification or clawback of overpayment.

7.7

External Audit have issued an unqualified, ‘clean’ opinion for CBH in 2017/18.
TOC expressed his thanks to MH and the Finance Team for their help during the
Audit process.

7.8

Chair and TOC noted that the pension liabilities were of a long-term nature, with
tiny percentage changes in actuarial assumptions producing large overall effects.

7.9

TOC explained that a large percentage of the amounts relating to debtors and
creditors (pg. 11 of the statements) related to transactions between CBC and
CBH and were not a cause for concern. The Provisions for liabilities (‘Other
Provisions’) include two main items: holiday pay accrual and the dilapidations
provisions.

7.10

Committee pointed out that the wording on pg. 17 of the Statements would need
to be amended to reflect that the Chief Executive is now a Board Member, and
so the Chair is no longer the only remunerated Board Member. This would now
need to be reflected in the wording and figures on this page. Action: MH to
inform Gareth Mitchell that this change would be necessary and would involve
divulging his remuneration. MH confirmed that if there were individuals at CBH
paid at a salary high enough to be disclosable to the public, they would be
disclosed by CBC alongside their officers affected.

7.11

Committee noted the increase in value of operating leases which expire within 2
to 5 years (pg. 20, Section 10). TOC explained this was largely concerning the
CBH vehicle fleet lease, detailed how the entire lease value now had to be given
(not just the annual value) and that this figure would include the value/cost of
three years of the fleet lease. MH noted that, at the end of the current contract,
CBH would be in a credit position and could use the cash returned to offset any
potential overspend at the next renewal.
Committee asked what would happen to leases expiring over five years in the
future, where these expire around or after the end of the current Management
Agreement. TOC explained that these would be property leases and that there
would likely be break clauses in these, but that the value of the leases had to be
included in the Financial Statements.
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7.12

Committee asked if there was any formal consideration of CBH measures to
prevent or detect money laundering. TOC explained that it would be considered
during the audit if it were likely to be a material issue, and do seek assurance
that measures are in place, but is not something that External Audit could
specifically test for. MH confirmed that CBH had a dedicated Anti-moneylaundering Policy.

7.13

TOC clarified that the 3.8% assumed rate of increase in salaries came from the
actuary, who factored in promotions in this number.

7.14

The list of directors on pg. 1 will need to be amended to only list directors as at
the date on which the Statements will be approved by Board. Action: MH to
ensure this is amended (removal of Tina Graves, Dionne Philp, Cllrs Daniel Ellis
and Mike Hogg, and addition of the next CBC-appointed director). Pg. 1 should
also include the details of Mazars as the Internal Auditor of CBH. Action: MH to
ensure this is added.

7.15

Pg. 29 shows an increase in Telephone costs by 68% compared to the figure in
2017. SJJ explained that a variance analysis was carried out on the phone cost
and that it was ascertained that the significant credits and incentives provided by
O2 in the first two years of our contracts had run out and were no longer applied
in this year. This contract had now been replaced by a contract with EE.

7.16

SS explained that the £45k noted on pg. 29 for Assure in 2017 was the outlay in
setting up this system (used to manage health & safety compliance, record
necessary data and documentation, with some additional functionality). Ongoing
support costs are included within one of the other entries on the page.

7.17

Decision: Committee noted the Auditor’s report and Management Letter (subject
to amendments requested at this meeting) and recommended them to the Board
for noting. Subject to amendments as requested, Committee recommended the
Letter of Representation and the Financial Statements for Board approval.

8.

Strategic Risk Register

8.1

No new strategic risks had been added since Committee last met.

8.2

Housing Systems had now been TUPE-transferred across to CBH. This had
been a positive move and would be beneficial, especially considering the work to
source a new housing system to replace Capita Housing.

8.3

Committee Members requested the production of a new Risk Action Plan. MH
agreed and stated that the interim Director of Resources would do this as part of
a review of the wider Risk Strategy. Action: Brian Richardson to pick this up
once he is in post.

8.4

Committee discussed whether Strategic Risk Two should be split into two
different risks:
 Risk of not achieving sufficient generation of income
 Risk that additional trading detracts from core business performance
Decision: Committee recommended that Board separate these risks into two.
Action: MH to bring this to Board for decision on 20 June.
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9.

Governance Actions

9.1

OH notified Committee that CBC had reconfirmed Cllrs Nigel Chapman and Cyril
Liddy as CBH Board Members, and had appointed Cllr Phil Coleman to replace
Cllr Mike Hogg.

9.2

OH explained that this Governance report would, in future, adopt an exceptionbased reporting style regarding matters such as GDPR, and would put greater
emphasis on confirmation that Company Secretary duties were in hand and
being carried out correctly.

9.3

Committee asked for more detail as to how GDPR-compliant CBH was. OH
estimated this at around 40% and stressed the need to increase this, and the
importance of the Data Protection Co-ordinator role which was currently being
recruited to. OH gave a summary of the work which had been carried out and an
assessment of the main areas of work left to complete.

9.4

OH gave assurance that the risk to CBH from our current non-compliances is
minimal, and estimated that compliance could be achieved in 6-9 months if the
right candidate is recruited to the new data protection role.

9.5

OH took questions on the director appointments and retirements listed at 3.3 and
informed Committee that all Board Members would be informed of future Board
appointments and resignations as soon as they were able to be made public.

9.6

Chair highlighted the need to ensure that all items and content coming to
Committee was within the Committee’s scope.

9.7

Members questioned how the annual F&A self-assessment would be carried out
and raised the need for Members to carry this out. Julie Parker had provided
best-practice guidance. Action: OH and GH to set questions and ensure they
give Members enough scope to comment on the aspects they feel are important.

10.

Any other business.

10.1

Committee thanked TOC for his work on behalf of CBH, and welcomed Luke
Morris as the new lead partner from Scrutton Bland.

10.2

SJJ gave an update on the insurance renewal process. A full-scale process
review is being concluded, with a revamped timeline and procedure which allows
the process to commence earlier. Almost all pre-insurance questionnaires have
been completed and the broker has gone through these with Finance. The broker
has been asked to return with proposals and quotes by the end of June. A
summary report will then be brought to Committee.

10.3

Board Risk Champions: MH explained that the Risk Champion on Board goes
back to when CBH only had a part-time Director of Resources (DOR). Now that
there is a full-time DOR, this position was more of an advisory one. MH
suggested that we keep the current setup and then revisit in the risk
management review scheduled for next year.
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There being no further business, the meeting closed at 18:46

F&A Committee Action List
Item

Action

Who

By When

Done

OH

30 Jun ‘18

Yes

7 June 2018
2.2

Circulate accounting policy and
supplementary documents to members of
F&A prior to next meeting.

2.2

Investigate options for reporting and
ensuring that Board adoption of CBC policies
was sought when necessary

MH/OH

23 May ‘18

No – needs
revised
date

7.10

Inform Gareth Mitchell that, as an executive
director, his remuneration would now need to
be included within the financial statements.

MH

19 Jun ‘18

Yes

7.14

Ensure amendments are made to Financial
Statements to include Mazars’ details and
pg. 1 to show directors at date of approval.

MH/OH

11 Jun ‘18

Yes

8.3

Produce new Risk Action Plan

Brian
Richardson

20 Nov ‘18

8.4

Ask Board whether to split Strategic Risk 2
into two.

MH

20 Jun ‘18

Yes

9.7

OH and GH to set self-assessment questions
for Committee

GH/OH

22 Jun ‘18

Yes
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Minutes of the Finance & Audit Committee Meeting
Held at 5pm on Thursday 26 July 2018
In Room 1, Rowan House
Present:
Glenn Houchell

In Attendance:
(Chair)

Julie Parker
Cllr Nigel Chapman
Geoff Foster
Cllr Cyril Liddy

Brian Richardson
Sharon Stephens (SS)
Sarah J Johnson (SJJ)
Alan Woodhead (AW)
Owen Howell (OH)

(Mazars)
(Minutes)

1.

Apologies for absence

1.1

It was confirmed that the meeting was quorate, with apologies from Michael
Campbell.

2.

Minutes of the meeting held on 7 June 2018 and Matters Arising

2.1

The minutes were accepted as correct and ready to be signed by the Chair,
subject to the following amendments:
 9.7: Julie Parker clarified that she had provided an example of how another
organisation carried out their audit committee’s self-assessment, rather than
comprehensive ‘best practice guidance.’
 AW clarified his points covered at 4.6, saying that asterisks on the table of
recommendations showed that the audit to which they related had resulted in
limited assurance, with hash symbols denoting outstanding priority 1
recommendations. These markings did not denote any ‘direction of travel.’
Action: OH to make these amendments and provide new version for Chair to
sign.

2.2

Action List points: 2.2 Accounting policy – Committee asked how the accounting
policies applying to the production of the financial statements were applied in
practice.

2.3

The Finance Team were asked to clarify specifically at what point income was
recorded. SJ informed Members that there was currently a review ongoing,
aiming to produce an income protocol governing the points at which invoices are
issued and accruals into accounts occurs when these relate to income. The
current mix of projects have no standardization regarding when these points
occur. BR noted that this was linked to how trading contracts are drawn up, as
generally the contract should specify when income can be recognised and
invoiced.

2.4

Regarding Management Fee incomes, these are shown in the accounts at the
points at which the invoices are raised, with the exception being at year end
when accruals for expected income are included within the accounts. It was
expected that this review would be finished by the next Committee meeting.
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2.5

Committee discussed the need for any protocol to be able to deal with clients
who may wish to make payment in advance for services. SJ explained that this
would be recorded as income in advance in the CBH accounts. Committee
further discussed the need to account for income at the correct points, in order to
avoid potentially overstating corporation tax liability through not matching cost
and income in the same period and to be able to accurately monitor
performance. External Audit take random samples of invoicing to ensure that this
is done correctly.

3.

Internal Audit Progress and Follow-up reports

3.1

AW presented the reports, explaining that the majority of internal audit work was
scheduled for Q3 and Q4 of the year. The audit underway was being finalized
and a draft report expected to be issued in the next week.

3.2

3.3

3.4

Modern slavery in supply chains
Regarding the Supply Chain audit, AW was asked, in light of the recent CBC
resolution concerning provisions for prevention and detection of modern slavery
in supply chains, how this would be implemented by CBH. AW explained that this
would be a policy matter for CBH to consider and provided verbal assurances
regarding the procurement process and its checks and balances to ensure that
bidders abide by all forms of legislation. SJ further assured that checks to detect
modern slavery were a formal part of the tendering process.
Committee discussed what requirements there were for CBH to confirm that it
upheld its statutory duties regarding modern slavery, and whether this had to be
confirmed in the Financial Statements. It was confirmed that there was no
specific content on this within the CBH Statements. Committee acknowledged
the further duty of care that CBH had in regard of ensuring that modern slavery is
detected if it affects any individuals living in CBC stock or who otherwise come
into contact with CBH officers.
Follow-up Report
AW confirmed that Committee’s recommendation had been put into effect, that
recommendations past their due dates are now shown as outstanding (where
previously they would have been given revised due dates).

3.5

Committee expressed a wish for more detailed and substantive explanations to
be given where recommendations are shown as being outstanding.

3.6

Committee discussed the still-to-be-completed recommendations relating to the
possibility of invoicing leaseholders for work more promptly. AW explained that
this was an example of CBH receiving a specific recommendation and then going
on to include work on implementing the recommendation as part of a wider
review or change of how the Company operates. Here this has led to CBH
exceeding the set due date.
Members debated what could be done to hold individuals responsible for
ensuring individual due dates are met, and who will be called upon to explain
why they are not met, when these are exceeded. AW explained that job titles
were given, rather than individuals’ names, in case personnel changed in post.
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BR clarified that the issue here related to the invoicing promptly of leaseholders,
which was handled independently of the invoice payment process relating to
suppliers and contractors working on leaseholder properties. SJ explained that
invoicing of leaseholders was generally conducted under the principle of 30-day
payment being expected, but with major works projects, this timeframe could be
increased.
3.7

Insurance Policies/Procedures (pg. 31): Committee sought clarification as to the
review and approval process regarding the Insurance Policy. SS explained that
this had been reclassified as a procedural document rather than a policy, hence
why it was set to be approved by DMT.

4.

Annual self-review of Finance & Audit Committee CONFIDENTIAL

4.1

This item, being confidential, was discussed at the end of the meeting and in
confidential session. The minutes of this discussion have been produced
separately.

5.

Annual Report from Finance & Audit Committee

5.1

Members discussed 3.3 and what was meant by a weighted scoring system for
Risk. The chair confirmed that he and BR have had discussions on how to
implement this, using a system which produces risk-ratings based on a
combination of severity of impact (should the risk come to pass), with the
probability of the risk occurring. AW advised that a five-by-five risk matrix was
commonly used as an industry standard, with CBH currently using a four-by-four.
BR will commence work on updating the CBH risk management scoring system,
consulting with outside experts should this be needed.

5.2

Typos were noted [present in meeting pack, but corrected on master copy
following pack’s distribution]:
 3.14: ‘reprioritising’ should be ‘re-prioritise’
 3.18: The new External Audit partner is named Luke Morris.

5.3

Decision: Committee approved the report.

6.

Operations Committee Assurance Report

6.1

OH presented the report in place of Alan Blois, who had retired from the Board.

6.2

Committee felt that it was unnecessary for the names of officers to be included in
the key (which appears as part of the work plan). OH agreed that this was
something which should be borne in mind.

6.3

Committee discussed the process of assurance reports coming from other
committees to F&A Committee. The process (and the change in Board bodies)
was discussed, including the question of whether it would be appropriate for an
assurance report to be considered from the Business Opportunities Panel (BOP).
Committee requested that this scrutiny/oversight work be added as a topic for
consideration at the Autumn Board Effectiveness Away Day. There is currently
nothing in place formally to require that assurance reports should be produced by
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the BOP or the Resident Panel. Action: OH to raise this with the Chair of the
Board.
7.

Strategic Risk Register

7.1

BR explained that the action plan had not been included, as the production of a
new action plan would occur as part of the impending project to update how risks
are quantified and reported to Committee and Board.

7.2

The only change to the Strategic Risk Register since last meeting was the
splitting of old Risk 2 into new Risk 2 and Risk 3, as directed by Committee
previously and approved by Board.

7.6

Committee requested details of the Financial and Operational risks rated as Red
in the table at 2.8. Action: BR to provide information on these to Committee
Members.

7.7

Committee discussed the fact that, while it regularly saw all strategic risks, it was
some time since it had seen the full operational risk register. Committee directed
that the Risk Report to come before it on 4 October should include details on all
Amber- or Red-rated risks. The timing of this would fit well with the Board
Effectiveness Away Day set to occur on 8 October. Action: OH to add this to
work plan. The chart showing Amber and Red operational risks to be distributed
ahead of the meeting pack, to allow for questions to be asked by members and
answers provided and brought to the meeting.

7.8

Committee looked at Strategic Risk 5 (Impact of Welfare Reform) and considered
the point at which strategic risks could be considered as part of ‘business as
usual’ and transferred to the operational risk register. Regarding this risk in
particular, Committee agreed that it should remain on the Strategic Register
whilst Universal Credit continued to be rolled out, and for some time to follow,
allowing the effects to be considered and covered on the Strategic Register as
they emerge.

7.9

Committee discussed a recent physical security test on CBC’s Rowan House
offices, and the implications on physical security at CBH offices.

8.

2018/19 Financial Update – to 31 May 2018

8.1

SS and SJ picked out highlights of the report and gave verbal updates on morerecent developments.

8.2

Regarding the adverse variance covered in 2.1/2.2, it was explained that
operational meetings had been held regarding the high volume of repairs and
fencing. Some major repair works have been reclassified as capital works (owing
to their size/complexity) within the capital programme.

8.3

The key reasons for a favourable variance in the delegated budgets were given
as explained

8.4

SJ explained how the ‘Accrued creditors’ total was reached, where income was
recorded in the CBH accounts, but this has been balanced by instances where,
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within the capital programme, bills have not been received from
creditors/suppliers, and accruals are recorded to reflect the amounts which will
be invoiced to us.
8.5

The salary sacrifice scheme was explained, along with the reasons why this
could sometimes be listed as an asset, and sometimes as a liability, depending
on whether items provided to the employee are owned outright by CBH (until
paid for by the employee) or whether ownership remains with the supplier of the
product whilst it is being paid for in instalments by the member of staff using it.

8.6

Committee questioned how the ‘Employee Benefits’ figure in Appendix C was
reached. It was explained that this showed the value of leave and flex time left
remaining to staff, the value of which would have to be paid out to staff in the
event of CBH being wound up. This was included in the accounts as it was an
Accounting Financial Reporting Standard requirement.

8.7

Confidential due to commercially sensitive content.

8.8

Confidential due to commercially sensitive content.

8.9

Confidential due to commercially sensitive content.

8.10

Committee requested more information be given to show margins on trading
when future trading analyses are produced for Committee. This would allow for
projects to be better evaluated with regard to which areas prove most profitable.
SS assured Members that this data was included in the more-detailed tables
used to produce the trading analyses shown to Committee and which could be
provided to Committee for scrutiny. Members were mindful of the need not to
exceed the Committee’s terms of reference and/or encroaching on the work of
the Business Opportunities Panel, whilst ensuring that any risk implications were
given scrutiny and oversight.

8.11

BR explained that, where teams had spare capacity, it was better to take lowmargin work than to refuse it, as any income would help offset fixed costs such
as salaries. Action: The Finance Team to give high-level details of margins on
trading within future Trading Analyses brought to Committee.

8.12

Working Smarter spending update
At the start of the meeting Committee Members had been provided with an
overview of spending on the project compared to what had been budgeted. BR
summarised this to confirm the project was slightly under-budget, but with some
further training yet to be delivered. With the savings already identified, the
projection was that the project’s cost would be recouped within four years from
savings in lease costs. Additionally in 2017/18 travel and printing costs showed a
combined saving of £27k compared to the previous year. Further to this, nonpecuniary benefits will be more-easily identified once CBH fully migrates to using
Office 365.

9.

Governance Actions

9.1

OH confirmed that Companies House has accepted the Financial Statements for
2017-18 and the CBH Confirmation Statement for 2018.
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9.2

The Chair informed Committee that Cllr Nigel Chapman had agreed to represent
CBH in presenting the Company’s Annual Governance Statement to CBC’s
Governance & Audit Committee on 4 September. Action: OH to liaise with
Democratic Services at CBC and ask whether CBH need to provide a covering
report for this.

9.3

Action: OH to add an item to the October meeting work plan to seek Committee
approval for an updated Risk Management Action Plan.

10.

Any other business.

10.1

SJ provided an update and assurance on the insurance process. The broker has
produced his recommendations, generally recommending renewal with existing
insurers. There is a slight reduction on our overall premiums, but the professional
indemnity insurance requirements are being reviewed (in particular, the scope of
work covered) which may mean an increase on this premium, with the turnover it
covers increasing (all design activities needing to be covered, not just design
activities relating to trading). The broker will provide a high-level summary table
for Committee to consider. Chair gave Committee assurance that insurance
renewals were frequently not completed until very close to deadline and that the
process as outlined by SJ was normal and should not cause consternation
amongst Members.
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 19:18
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F&A Committee Action List
Item

Action

Who

By When

BR/OH

19 Sep ‘18

Brian
Richardson

20 Nov ‘18

Done

7 June 2018
2.2

Investigate options for reporting and
ensuring that Board adoption of CBC policies
was sought when necessary

8.3

Produce new Risk Action Plan

26 July 2018
2.1

Make requested amendments to minutes
from 7 June and provide new version for
Chair to sign.

OH

10 Aug ‘18

Yes

6.3

Ask Chair of the Board that
scrutiny/oversight of BOP and Resident
Panel work (e.g. should F&A receive annual
assurance reports on them) be added as a
topic for consideration at the Autumn Board
Effectiveness Away Day.

OH

1 Aug ‘18

Yes

7.6

Provide information on the Red-rated
operational and financial risks to Committee
Members.

BR

10 Aug ‘18

Yes

7.7

Add content to October’s Risk report to show
Red- and Amber-rated risks.

BR

19 Sep ‘18

8.11

Give high-level details of margins on trading
within future Trading Analyses brought to
Committee.

SS & SJ

19 Sep ‘18

OH

1 Aug ‘18

Yes

OH

1 Aug ‘18

Yes

9.2

9.3

Liaise with Democratic Services at CBC and
ask whether CBH need to provide a covering
report for AGS item going to CBC’s
Governance & Audit Committee.
Add an item to the December meeting work
plan to seek Committee approval for an
updated Risk Management Action Plan.
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2018-19 Board Forward Plan
Please note: Items highlighted in yellow will be for information only, but Board
Members are invited to raise any questions that they might have on these items at
the meeting under which they are listed.

Date

Item

Committee

1 Nov ’18
(and
AGM)

Internal Audit Charter

F&A

Presenting
DoR

Customer Plan Review

CEO

Repairs Policy and Handbook – FOR
ADOPTION/DECISION

DoPS

Presentation on CBC ICT Strategy
2019

Horizon
Scanning

Kieran
Johnson

Strategic Risk Register Review

F&A

DoR

n/a

SIO

Standard Items on AGM agenda:


AGM








10 Dec
‘18

Approval of Company Annual
Report
Adoption of Financial Statements
Appointment of External Auditors
Appointment of Vice Chairs
Appointment of F&A Chair (if
necessary)
Annual Resident Insight &
Engagement report
Noting of Resident Board Member
selection results

Complaints Policy
Housing Investment Programme and
Asset Management Programme ‘19/20
presentation FOR DECISION

n/a

VFM, Tech & Investment Plan Review
Strategic Risk Register Review

DoPS

DoR
F&A

DoR
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Date

Item

Committee

Presenting

21 Feb
‘19

CBH Budget 2019/20 report

F&A

DoR

Housing Investment Programme and
Asset Management Programme
2019/20 (Housing Futures
Programme) FOR DECISION

DoPS
n/a

Medium Term Delivery Plan approval

n/a

SDM

Strategic Risk Register Review

F&A

DoR

Board Member Recruitment Policy

n/a

BAO

BOP

CEO

Community Plan Review
Trading Review Confidential
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